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1 RÉSUMÉ 

La Convention de l'UNESCO pour la sauvegarde du patrimoine culturel immatériel (SPCI) a 

été adoptée en Octobre 2003, lors de la 32e session de la Conférence générale et est entrée en 

vigueur le 20 Avril 2006. Le Comité intergouvernemental pour ICH, en tant qu'organe chargé 

de la mise en œuvre de la convention, a préparé les directives opérationnelles pour les États 

parties. La Convention a introduit deux instruments – Une  « Liste du patrimoine culturel 

immatériel nécessitant une sauvegarde urgente» (appelée plus loin « Liste urgente ») et la 

«Liste représentative du patrimoine culturel immatériel de l'humanité» (appelée plus loin 

« Liste Représentative »). Les premiers recensements ont eu lieu en 2009 et en 2015, 314 

éléments figurent déjà sur la Liste représentative et 38 sur la Liste urgente. 

Développement du concept sur le plan des politiques internationales 

L'élaboration détaillée du concept et de la définition des domaines du PCI au sein de 

l'UNESCO a pris plus d‟une décennie. En conséquence, la Convention a donné de nouveaux 

termes de référence pour les études du patrimoine culturel, a développé un nouveau concept 

et a établi les normes de sauvegarde dans les pays du monde entier. En termes de politiques 

culturelles explicites, le développement de la convention peut être un exemple de manière 

dont les politiques sont mises en place - l'identification d'une lacune dans les documents 

existants, la reconnaissance de la nécessité d'amélioration de la situation sur le terrain, des 

réunions et des rapports d'élaboration et de justification de la nécessité et des propositions de 

textes au Conseil exécutif de l'UNESCO. Ceux-ci ont souvent été opposés aux critères 

précédents de l'UNESCO, définis comme universels, chef-d'œuvre, mais aussi élitistes et 

colonialistes. Même dans les rapports de l'UNESCO, il est mis en valeur que la Convention 

du patrimoine culturel immatériel a été le résultat de l'initiative du monde non-occidental et a 

fait son chemin vers l'adoption. 

Le premier document de l'UNESCO sur la protection du patrimoine était la Convention 

concernant la protection du patrimoine mondial culturel et naturel, adoptée en 1972. Par 

conséquent, le patrimoine culturel et naturel sont protégés ensemble et les deux définitions 
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déterminent les catégories et sous-catégories du patrimoine. Le patrimoine culturel comprend 

les monuments, groupes de bâtiments et sites avec les sous-catégories correspondantes. Le 

patrimoine naturel comprend des catégories avec des fonctionnalités naturelles, les 

formations géologiques et physiographiques, les sites naturels. Les principaux instruments de 

cette convention sont la Liste du patrimoine mondial des sites naturels et culturels et la Liste 

du patrimoine mondial en danger. En 2015 il y avait 1031 sites inscrits dans la LPM (WHL). 

Dans le cas de la SPCI, il était nécessaire d‟avoir une approche inverse - le patrimoine en 

question non matériel, n‟a pas été considéré comme produit. La valeur prédominante de 

l'élément du PCI était sa signification et son intégration dans la communauté et sa 

transmission aux générations futures, sans référence au monde entier.  

Le premier document menant vers le nouveau concept était la Recommandation sur la 

sauvegarde de la culture traditionnelle et populaire adoptée en l989. La valeur du folklore y 

était définie à travers son importance pour l'identité de la communauté, mais plus axée sur les 

produits et limitée à des formes fixes. Le folklore était défini comme «l'ensemble des 

créations fondées sur la tradition d'une communauté culturelle, ... dans la mesure où elles 

reflètent son identité culturelle et sociale; ses normes et ses valeurs se transmettent oralement, 

par imitation ou par d'autres moyens ". Le document exprime également des limites en 

matière de la protection du folklore vivant, en raison de son caractère évolutif, et se concentre 

sur les formes fixes et tangibles du folklore et les variations documentées. Mais, dans le 

document, on a également pu repérer la prudence des émetteurs qui était censée être 

préservée. 

Bien qu'il n'a pas un caractère obligatoire et n'a pas été acceptée par de nombreux pays, la 

Recommandation a déclenché l'élaboration du projet de résolution sur la Proclamation des 

chefs-d'œuvre du patrimoine oral de l'humanité. Ceci était directement liée à la réunion qui 

s‟est tenue à Marrakech, au Maroc, concernant le traitement de la place Jamaa'el-Fna. Depuis 

le XIe siècle, la place représentait le lieu symbolique de la culture populaire et la tradition de 

la ville. A cette même occasion, on a mis en place un nouveau document avec une 

proposition pour la sauvegarde du PCI qui a été faite, en considérant le cas de Marrakech 

comme une étude pilote. La proclamation des chefs-d'œuvre du patrimoine oral et immatériel 
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de l'humanité a été adoptée en 1998. Une série de critères pour les expressions et espaces 

proposés par la Proclamation visait à: mettre en valeur le facteur exceptionnel du génie 

créateur humain dans les chefs d‟œuvres; les enraciner dans la tradition culturelle de la 

communauté; affirmer l'identité culturelle des communautés concernées; fournir une preuve 

d'excellence dans l'application de la compétence et des qualités techniques déployées; 

affirmer leur valeur en tant que témoignage unique d'une tradition culturelle vivante; prendre 

conscience des risques de dégradation ou de disparition. Dans ce document, les formes de 

patrimoine immatériel ont été définies en tant que langues, littératures orales, musiques, 

danses, jeux, mythologie, rites, costumes, savoir-faire artisanaux, architecture et lieux. Les 

listes culturelles ont été à nouveau prises pour des instruments de protection et de promotion. 

D'un côté, elles ont introduit le rôle de porteur de connaissances, crucial pour la transmission, 

mais ont maintenu la dénomination  de chefs d‟œuvres ou d‟œuvres d'excellence qui sont en 

collision avec la nature du patrimoine culturel immatériel. Le rôle de la transition de la 

Proclamation des chefs-d'œuvre du patrimoine oral et immatériel de l'humanité, à travers la 

définition et l'adoption de la sauvegarde du PCI a été aboli avec l'adoption de la convention. 

Le patrimoine culturel immatériel a été défini dans la Convention de 2003, comme 

pratiques, représentations, expressions, connaissances et savoir-faire – ainsi que les 

instruments, objets, artefacts et espaces culturels qui leur sont associés – que les 

communautés, les groupes et, le cas échéant, les individus reconnaissent comme faisant partie 

de leur patrimoine culturel. Ce patrimoine culturel immatériel, transmis de génération en 

génération, est recréé en permanence par les communautés et groupes en fonction de leur 

milieu, de leur interaction avec la nature et de leur histoire, et leur procure un sentiment 

d‟identité et de continuité, contribuant ainsi à promouvoir le respect de la diversité 

culturelle et la créativité humaine. Les domaines d'expressions du patrimoine culturel 

immatériel définis sont classés comme suit: les traditions et expressions orales, y compris la 

langue comme vecteur du patrimoine culturel immatériel; les arts performants; les pratiques 

sociales, les rites et événements festifs; les connaissances et pratiques concernant la nature et 

l'univers; l'artisanat traditionnel. La convention, en tant que document international, impose 

certaines normes qui sont restrictives. Ces restrictions pour l'examen des éléments sont liées 

aux trois conditions de la définition du patrimoine culturel immatériel : la conformité aux 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repr%C3%A9sentation
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Connaissance
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Histoire
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identit%C3%A9_(psychologie)
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversit%C3%A9_culturelle
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversit%C3%A9_culturelle
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversit%C3%A9_culturelle
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droits de l'homme, la nécessité d'un respect mutuel entre communautés, groupes et individus 

et un développement durable du PCI. 

La mise en œuvre de la politique sur le plan national 

Une fois qu'elle sera adoptée à l'UNESCO, en tant qu'instrument de la politique dans le 

domaine du patrimoine culturel immatériel, la convention affecte le niveau national des 

politiques. Cependant, il atteint également le niveau régional et local, la convention met 

l'accent sur les communautés, les groupes et les individus en tant que supports d'éléments du 

patrimoine culturel immatériel. Par conséquent, l'institutionnalisation au niveau national 

présente un véritable défi car elle se pose des questions de valeurs dans la société et les 

compare aux normes de la convention, exige la mise en forme d'éléments locaux afin de les 

intégrer dans les domaines normalisés mais exige également l'inclusion des individus et des 

groupes. Une telle ampleur de la portée et de l'inclusion constitue un défi pour les États 

parties mettant en place leur propre système. Après que le système est formé, il joue le rôle 

de médiateur entre les porteurs du PCI, les institutions étatiques et au niveau international de 

la représentation sous forme de Liste représentative du patrimoine culturel immatériel et la 

liste des PCI, il nécessite une sauvegarde urgente. Pour cette raison, chacun des modèles de 

sauvegarde dans les Etats est intéressant pour l'analyse - ceux qui ont accepté le modèle de la 

convention, les exemples qui ont établi le modèle avant la Convention et celles qui combinent 

les modèles ou comptent sur les institutions existantes. Aux fins de comparaison, trois 

modèles – dont le modèle coréen des Trésors humains vivants et deux modèles de la région, 

ont été analysés – le modèle de la Croatie et le modèle de la Bulgarie. Le modèle coréen, 

recommandé comme  exemple avant l'adoption de la convention, a été fait en 1952. Après 

l'adoption de la convention, il peut être considéré comme une alternative à la convention - il a 

été créé en dehors du cadre international, dans le but de l'Etat de préserver délibérément les 

éléments spécifiques  de la culture traditionnelle. Les exemples de la région de SEE - de la 

Croatie et la Bulgarie -sont tous deux fabriqués en référence à la ratification de la sauvegarde 

du PCI et démontrent les écarts possibles entre les modèles différents. Le modèle croate est 

basé sur le système de protection du patrimoine culturel qui englobe toutes les catégories de 

patrimoine et a un objectif clair de promouvoir les éléments du PCI dans le cadre mondial. 
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Comme le tourisme culturel était l'une des priorités du plan stratégique pour le 

développement du tourisme, le patrimoine culturel est considéré comme l'un des atouts de la 

Croatie. La Direction de la PCI au Ministère de la Culture est un organisme responsable et 

ses éléments y sont protégés autant que les autres catégories du patrimoine culturel. En très 

étroite coopération avec la Commission nationale pour l'UNESCO, douze éléments du 

patrimoine culturel immatériel croate ont été inscrits sur la Liste représentative et l‟un figure 

sur la Liste du patrimoine culturel immatériel nécessitant une sauvegarde urgente. Le modèle 

bulgare est basé sur la recherche du folklore et axée sur l'établissement de l'inventaire solide 

d'éléments dans les régions de la Bulgarie qui relève de la responsabilité de l'Institut 

d'ethnologie et des études du folklore avec le Musée ethnographique de l'Académie bulgare 

des sciences (IEFSEM-BAS). L‟objectif  principal de l‟implémentation de la Convention de 

2003 était une mise en œuvre d‟un réseau interne pour la sauvegarde de l'approche 

scientifique visant à reconstruire l'identité nationale. Trois éléments du PCI de la Bulgarie 

figurent sur la Liste représentative.  

Modèle de sauvegarde du patrimoine immatériel en Serbie 

En ce qui concerne le contexte international et régional, l'objectif de la recherche est 

d'analyser le modèle actuel de la sauvegarde du patrimoine culturel immatériel de la 

République de Serbie et de proposer des recommandations d'amélioration de son service de la 

sauvegarde au PCI. L'analyse comprend des documents relatifs à la sauvegarde, des travaux 

des commissions, des centres et des coordonnateurs dédiés à la sauvegarde du patrimoine 

culturel immatériel et l'identification des problèmes ou des défauts. Le résultat servira à 

définir les recommandations des politiques et à améliorer le système de la sauvegarde du 

patrimoine culturel immatériel en Serbie. La recherche a été basée sur des méthodes de 

recherche qualitative, comme l'analyse des politiques, des instruments et des entretiens semi-

directifs. Comme il y avait un décalage entre les recueils de règles et procédures réelles, la 

recherche comprenait des entretiens semi-directifs avec les employés du Centre du PCI. La 

politique culturelle et le concept en question se rapportent à l'échelle internationale, ainsi que 

les questions nationales de sensibilisation liés à la convention. C‟est en appliquant l‟analyse 
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SWOT que les points forts et faibles du modèle ont pu être identifiés ainsi que les avantages 

et les inconvénients. 

La convention a été ratifiée à l'initiative des professionnels en 2010. Si les résultats peuvent 

être mesurés, il se peut que 28 éléments se soient retrouvés dans le Registre national dont un 

élément sur la Liste représentative de l'UNESCO.  Le réseau est stable et actif, mais il n'a pas 

encore été reconnu dans la législation serbe concernant la culture et encore moins concernant 

la protection du patrimoine. 

La loi sur la culture reconnaît que la recherche, la protection et l'utilisation du patrimoine 

culturel dans un intérêt commun de la culture prévoit l'adoption de lois distinctes qui 

régulariseraient la sauvegarde du patrimoine. La Loi sur les biens culturels est datée de 1994 

et n'a pas été révisée depuis. Pendant ce temps, la loi sur la ratification de la Convention de 

2003, les directives opérationnelles et les deux recueils de règles sur le travail du Comité 

national pour le patrimoine immatériel et l'inscription des éléments au registre national, 

servent de référence pour le réseau national de la sauvegarde du patrimoine immatériel en 

Serbie. Les organismes qui ont été désignés à travailler sur la sauvegarde du PCI en Serbie 

sont les suivants: le Comité National pour le patrimoine immatériel, la Commission Nationale 

pour l'inscription des éléments dans le Registre National, le Centre du Patrimoine Culturel 

Immatériel et le Réseau des coordonnateurs régionaux. D'un côté, il est surprenant que le PCI 

ne soit pas reconnu dans la législation de la Serbie en dehors de la loi sur la ratification de la 

Convention du patrimoine culturel immatériel. D'autre part, le réseau a sa propre dynamique 

de travail qui n‟est pas limité par le système de sauvegarde. C‟est ainsi le ministre de la 

Culture approuve le travail et prend les décisions sur les procédures, les inscriptions et 

nominations pour la Liste représentative, mais le Centre e la PCI, en tant qu'organe de mise 

en œuvre, est dans le musée ethnographique et médiatise la communication avec les 

coordonnateurs régionaux. 

Le rôle d‟intermédiaire du Centre de PCI est l'un des points forts du réseau national. Bien que 

les fonctions du réseau soient très claires et sans détours dans la pratique, les recueils de 

règles sont bien remplis avec des listes de tâches pour chacun des organismes qui sont 

directement liés aux directives opérationnelles pour le PCI et sans stratégie claire de 
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sauvegarde du PCI. Cependant, le Comité national a commencé la révision de ses travaux 

cette année et prévoit des changements. Le projet du Centre pour la numérisation et la mise 

en place du Registre national du patrimoine culturel immatériel, a été récompensé par une 

subvention de l'UNESCO. Ce projet introduit effectivement une nouvelle phase dans le 

travail du réseau national, car il faut prendre des décisions selon l‟objectif et les 

caractéristiques de l'inventaire du réseau. 

Les recommandations sont proposées pour les instruments le modèle de sauvegarde, pour le 

Registre national, la coopération internationale et les instruments financiers. Ces 

recommandations portent sur certaines questions formulées dans l'analyse, mais ne peuvent 

pas compenser le manque de stratégie. Le problème est qu'il n'y a pas de stratégie de culture 

en Serbie et, par conséquent, le cadre de référence est manquant. 

 

La Convention comme document international a proposé la définition du PCI et des 

instructions pour la sauvegarde des États parties. Dans les procédures de ratification, la 

politique culturelle s‟oppose à la loi mais devient en même temps incluse dans la législation 

et le travail des institutions connexes. Le réseau a été formé et a travaillé principalement sur 

l'inscription des éléments dans le registre national du patrimoine culturel immatériel. 

Certaines actions peuvent être recommandées pour l'amélioration du travail du réseau et 

assurer une viabilité.  Néanmoins, la priorité devrait être de créer une stratégie de sauvegarde 

du patrimoine culturel immatériel de la Serbie. La stratégie globale de l'UNESCO pourrait 

être utilisée en tant que référence, tandis que le réseau devrait unir les chercheurs dans un 

même objectif. 
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2 ABSTRACT  

The UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage was adopted 

in 2003. It was the document that imposed global standards and defined new field of heritage 

and its domains. Before that, there were documents related to intangible heritage in several 

countries though were created for specific legal and cultural context e.g. People's Republic of 

Korea. With the ratification of the convention, the states are adopting standards and including 

them into national legislation. In the region of the Balkans, Croatia and Bulgaria are 

examples how the 2003 Convention is implemented differently but in accordance with 

strategies and needs of the state. In Serbia, there was not legislative or strategic framework 

for intangible heritage and safeguarding and it did not change until now. In the meantime, the 

convention served as a reference for foundation of the National network for safeguarding of 

intangible heritage and  worked on the National Registry of intangible heritage. The network 

is based on work and interest of professionals and researchers but also on interest of carriers 

of knowledge. The mediation within the network and work of regional coordinators with 

carriers of knowledge and skill are the strong traits of the network. And it resulted in 

inscription of elements and work on elaboration of national registry and inscription of  the 

element of intangible heritage of Serbia slava into the Representative List of Intangible 

Cultural Heritage. However, after three years of function, the lack of strategy remains the 

obstacle for the further work. There are changes that can be implemented to improve the 

model but strategy is necessary for further direction of activities.  
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3 INTRODUCTION  

 

The UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICHC) was 

adopted by the General Conference at its 32nd session in October 2003 and entered into force 

on 20th April 2006. By September 2008, more than 100 states have already ratified the 

convention. The Intergovernmental Committee for ICH, as a body responsible for 

implementation of the convention, prepared operational directives for states members. 

General Assembly of the States Parties approved the Operational directives in June 2008. The 

Convention introduced two instruments - the „List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage in need 

of urgent safeguarding‟ (henceforth Urgent List) and the „Representative List of the ICH of 

Humanity‟ (henceforth Representative List). The first inscriptions took place in 2009 already 

(Aikawa-Faure, 2009). More than a decade was spent on careful elaboration of the concept in 

UNESCO and definition of the domains of ICH. As a result, the Convention gave new terms 

of reference for studies of cultural heritage, developed new concept and set the standards for 

safeguarding to be implemented in states throughout the world. In terms of explicit cultural 

policies, the development of convention can be an example how the policies are shaped – 

identification of a gap in existing documents, recognition of the need to improve the situation 

in the field, meetings and reports to elaborate and justify the need and proposals of the texts 

to Executive Board of UNESCO. What is also interesting is that the Convention of ICH came 

as a result of the initiative of non-Western world and it made its way towards the adoption of 

the convention.   

Once it is adopted in UNESCO, as a policy instrument in the field of ICH, the convention is 

aimed at formulation of national level of policies but also regional and local as it focuses at 

communities, groups and individuals as carriers of ICH. Therefore, institutionalization on the 

national level presents real challenge as it draws questions of values in society and compares 

them to standards of the convention, requires shaping of local elements so to fit into 

international standards but also inclusion of individuals and groups. Such wide scope of reach 

and inclusion presents a challenge for states parties when they shape their own system. This 
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system subsequently plays the role of a mediator between the bearers of ICH, state 

institutions and international level of representation in form of Representative List of ICH 

and List of ICH in need of urgent safeguarding.  

For this reason, each of the models of safeguarding is interesting for analysis – the ones that 

accepted the model from the convention, the examples that established the model before the 

Convention and the ones that combined the models or relied on existing institutions. For the 

purposes of comparison, three models – Koran model of Living Human Treasures and two 

models from the region were analyzed – model from Croatia and model from Bulgaria. 

Examples from the region of SEE -of Croatia and Bulgaria - show how the models can differ 

greatly, although they are based on existing national systems. Croatian model is based on the 

system of cultural heritage protection and has a clear purpose to promote elements of ICH in 

the global frame. For this reason, and in very close cooperation with National Commission 

for UNESCO, twelve elements of Croatian ICH have been inscribed into the Representative 

List and one into the List of ICH in need of urgent safeguarding. Bulgarian model is based on 

the research of folklore and focused on establishment of solid inventory of elements in the 

regions of Bulgaria. It seems that their main focus was not inscription of elements into 

representative list, but internal network for safeguarding with scientific approach. 

Serbian system has its own specific character as the convention was ratified on the initiative 

of professionals in 2010, the model is recently formed, in 2012, and it is not included in the 

existing system of heritage protection. Serbia ratified the UNESCO Convention for the 

Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage in 2010. National Committee was established to 

adopt and prepare a strategy fort he safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage of the 

Republic of Serbia, participate in harmonizing national legislation aiming at inclusion of the 

intangible cultural heritage and adopt proposals for inscription in the National Registry of the 

Intangible Cultural Heritage. Network of Regional Coordinators has been established, aiming 

at locating and identifying elements of the intangible cultural heritage and helping to establish 

cooperation between communities, groups, individuals, experts, professional centers and 

research institutes in order to collect, document, store and preserve heritage data. The 

network collaborates with the Centre for the Intangible Cultural Heritage, established in 2012 
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and located at the Ethnographic Museum in Belgrade. The Centre implements the strategy for 

the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage of Serbia, initiates activities of regional 

coordinators, keeps records of elements in the National Registry of the Intangible Cultural 

Heritage, and organizes professional conferences.  

So far, Serbia has one element on the Representative List and it is slava, celebration of a 

family saint, and one element is nominated for the consideration of the Intergovernmental 

Committee for ICH in 2015. In the National register, there are 28 elements. 

With regard to international and regional context, the aim of the research is to analyze current 

model of safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage in the Republic of Serbia and 

propose recommendations for improvement of its service to safeguarding. The analysis 

included documents related to safeguarding, work of commissions, centers and coordinators 

dedicated to safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage and identification of problems or 

flaws. Research was based on qualitative methods like, analysis of the contents of policies 

and documents and comparison between the models. As there was incompatibility between 

the Rulebooks and real procedures, the investigation included semi guided interviews with 

employees in the Centre for ICH. Readings included both cultural policy documents and 

documents related to international level and national, raising issues related to convention.  

SWOT analysis was used to define the strong and weak points of the model as well as threats 

and opportunities.  

The model of safeguarding in Serbia is based on the national network that includes network 

of regional coordinators, with division of roles into administrative and implementation. 

Recommendations were given for the planning, strategy, facilitating the roles of coordinators, 

financial instruments of safeguarding and improvement of the national registry.  

 

3.1 The aim of the research 

The aim of the research is to analyze current model of safeguarding of the intangible cultural 

heritage in the Republic of Serbia – documents related to safeguarding, work of commissions, 

 centres and coordinators which are dedicated to safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage; 
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to examine coordination of actions between such bodies and instruments of protection. Such 

analysis should result in identification of problems or flaws and definition of policy 

recommendations and changes which can be implemented and contribute to improvement of 

the system of safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage in Serbia. 

 

3.2 Research methodology and analysis 

The research will aim at comparison of the purposes of the convention related to safeguarding 

to what has been done in the national framework and analyze existing model of safeguarding 

in terms of  policy implementation and support to safeguarding of intangible heritage of 

Serbia. The National network for Safeguarding was founded in 2012 and the period untill 

2015 will be the time frame for analysis.   

Research goal is examination of the ways how cultural policy in Serbia can ensure good 

conditions for safeguarding of elements of intangible cultural heritage in order to: 

- define recommendations and instruments of cultural policy that would adapt  

safeguarding measures to the context of Serbia, 

- focus on adapting of existing instruments in the National network towards 

improved safeguarding, 

- to define proposal for specific model of safeguarding that is adapted to the 

National list and sustainability of the elements on the list. 

The research plan is based mostly on qualitative analysis and aimed at: 

a) Setting of theoretical framework for the cultural policy research, aspect of cultural 

heritage protection and issues of intangible heritage safeguarding (analysis of 

literature, consideration of value and heritage, research into concepts of safeguarding 

of intangible heritage) 

b) Analysis of existing policy framework for safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage: 

analysis of normative documents set by UNESCO and documents adopted by the 

Government of Serbia for safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage; these  

normative documents provided basic standards  for foundation of bodies responsible 

for this field on the international and national level; analysis of the Living Human 
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Treasures system recommended by UNESCO but proved to be alternative to its 

recommendations; 

c) Analysis of roles and processes within the network of professional bodies responsible 

for safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage in Serbia: National Committee for the 

Safeguarding of  Intangible Cultural Heritage, Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage 

in the Ethnographic museum in Belgrade, Comission for inscription into the national 

list of intangible cultural heritage, and the network of regional coordinators; 

- analysis of procedures within the network on the example of „slava“ as an 

element inscribed on the representative list of UNESCO, 

d) Studies of the models of safeguarding  

- the model of safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage in Bulgaria  

- the model of safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage in Croatia  

- analysis of the models of safeguarding in Bulgaria and Croatia and 

comparison with model existing in Serbia; both of the models were adapted to 

the existing institutions and research fields in these countries; it be useful to 

compare these models and define features that might be useful in Serbia; 

e) analysis of examples of best practices recommended by UNESCO and published on 

the UNESCO sites as „useful lessons and models that can be adapted to other 

circumstances, including those in developing countries“ (Register of Best 

Safeguarding Practices, UNESCO);in the final text, these examples were not studied 

as the role of the examples was not affecting policies of other state parties (Blake, 

2013) 

As a result of analysis, recommendations will be proposed for the current model of 

safeguarding to benefit sustainable continuation of the model and safeguarding the elements 

on the national level. 
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4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK -  CONCEPTUALIZATION OF CULTURAL POLICY  

Although the cultural policy was introduced by the British Art Council in 1946 (Kawashima, 

1997), it became widely acknowledged in Western democracies, through the period when 

Andre Malraux was the Minister of Culture of France. Therefore, it was introduced through 

definition of the role of the state in the development of culture in a society. From the very 

beginning also, this concept marked two models of cultural policy, one based on arm‟s length 

principle and the other as the state prestigious model. The research and study of the cultural 

policies was conceived in 60-ies, firstly in the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of France, 

and soon after that in UNESCO. However, research into cultural policies, came into flourish 

much later, in 1980s, bringing the interdisciplinary dimension to issues of cultural policies. 

Until now, the research into diverse and interdisciplinary concepts, models and instruments of 

cultural policy has grown towards “theoretical universe of cultural policy research” 

(Kawashima, 1997). 

However, even at that time, there were other models of cultural policies that can be clearly 

identified from contemporary perspective: in the region of the Balkans, in Serbia, Croatia and 

Bulgaria, as the reference for this paper, other concepts of cultural policies were 

implemented. The state beaurocratic model was used in former Yougoslavia. In Croatia, 

contemporary researchers characterize the model as emphasis on cultural professionalism and 

creativity and openness to various cultural influences due to non-aligned orientation of the 

state (Primorac, Svob-Dokic, Obuljen, 2015). The model in Bulgaria used to be state 

bureaucratic with total centralization of cultural processes within the state administration in 

Bulgaria (Tomova, 2012). Another example, relevant in the field of safeguarding of ICH and 

recommended by UNESCO for the safeguarding, is the Korean model which also belongs to 

a later type and implies strong central role of the state (Yim, 2014). On one hand, aim of 

cultural policy in Korea was to revitalize national identity, after the colonial period and war, 

but on the other to oppress democratic ideas (Hong, 2012). 
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4.1 Definition of cultural policy and its aspects 

At the same time with promotion of cultural policy and its implementation by the Ministry of 

Culture of the Republic of France, UNESCO published one of the first definitions of cultural 

policy in 1969, saying that the cultural policy is “the conscious and deliberate usages, action 

or lack of action in a society, aimed at meeting certain cultural needs through the optimum 

utilization of all the physical and human resources available to that society at a given time“  

(UNESCO, 1969). The definition also refers to the time when the state have chosen set of 

priorities for culture and strongly supported their achievement. This is still the main feature 

of cultural policy as the state implements certain policy to achieve explicit or implicit aims in 

the field of culture. There are other definitions as “conscious regulation of public interest in 

the field of culture and decision making in all the questions related to cultural development of 

a society” (Dragićević Šešić, 2011) or “it is practical policy of state government or other 

bodies that have political, legal or financial authority to make decisions for the field of 

culture”  (Djukić, 2010). Ever since, the consideration of cultural policies and their 

theoretical and practical implications, have been changing parallel to changes in societies.  

Specific requirement of the Convention for Safeguarding of Intangible Heritage is that it 

should be implemented as explicit system of methods and instruments. Having in mind that 

models of cultural policy imply cultural democracy and decentralization, there are three main 

tasks of cultural policy: protection of cultural heritage and cultural identity, contemporary art 

production and supporting accessibility of cultural assets and participation of the citizens in 

cultural life (Dragićević Šešić, 2011). Implementation of the Convention belongs to the 

domain of cultural heritage protection.  

4.2 Instruments of Cultural Policy 

Instruments are means to implement abstract concept of cultural policies and also a tools to 

guide cultural development towards practical results (Djukić, 2010). Instruments can be 

divided into organizational (e.g. strategic planning, managing human resources), economical 

(financing), legal-political (legal and normative) and value based (simulative evaluation and 

monitoring, repressive censorship)  (Dragićević Šešić, 2011). 
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Economical and legal instruments are aimed to provide financial and legislative support for 

actions directed towards desired realization of the plan. In case of Convention for ICH, the 

ratification provides legal framework in states parties. The UNESCO Fund for the 

Safeguarding of the ICH was established and adopted along with the text of the Convention. 

The Fund is intended for financing of the projects and activities, but before that for urgent 

support to the elements on the List of ICH in need of urgent safeguarding. It is included in the 

text of the Convention as obligatory instrument coordinated by UNESCO on the international 

level. Organizational instruments are related to functioning of institutional systems in certain 

field. For the international level of the Convention it is the procedures and the 

Intergovernmental committee and the network of bodies with whom it cooperates. On the 

national level in Serbia, it is the national network for safeguarding of ICH and its bodies. 

4.3 Conventions as  instruments of international cultural policy 

Conventions are normative instruments of cultural policy of international organizations. 

According to procedures of UNESCO, conventions are firstly adopted by the General 

Conference and proposed for ratification. Therefore, conventions are the instruments of 

application of international policies through the governments or parliaments of individual 

states (Djukić, 2010). Given that conventions are being ratified in the parliament, they gain 

strength of law and directly affect cultural policies in the states parties. It becomes obligatory 

to create conditions for implementation of the rules, but also to set the determinations that 

entitle carriers and participants of these activities.  

Therefore, the actions related to implementation of ratified conventions, have explicit aims 

and refer to all levels of cultural policy: international level, national level, regional level 

(governmental, ethnic, territorial, functional, traditional) and local level. It is particularly 

important in implementation of Convention of the Safeguarding of Intangible heritage as it 

should include elements of heritage of communities, groups and individuals and the reach of 

implementation of conventions should be overwhelming.  For UNESCO, it is important that 

it reached global impact in number of states that ratified convention, and it is considered 

success. For states parties, it is important that implementation reached national, regional and 

community level. So there might be slight difference in approaches. Until 2014, 150 States 
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Parties ratified the Convention, 156 NGOs were accredited in the field of intangible heritage 

and 77 trainers in support of the 66 countries who ratified the convention. 
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5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL H ERITAGE  

Even before the adoption of the convention, anthropologists and heritage professionals have 

been discussing the value of immaterial aspect of heritage. It was related to preparation of 

other documents adopted by UNESCO, such as Recommendation on the Safeguarding of the 

Traditional Culture and Folklore adopted in 1989
1
 and list of Masterpieces of Oral and 

Intangible Heritage of Humanity in 2001.
2
 These two documents remained landmark 

documents that marked steps towards elaboration of the new concept of heritage (Figure 1. 

Genealogical scheme of meetings aimed at definition of the new concept).  However, 

procedures of UNESCO, as a body of  cultural legitimization that “recognizes, and validates 

certain cultural expressions as heritage” (Smith, 2006) required records of numerous 

meetings to determine definitions, make action plan and instruments of interpretation of 

intangible heritage and follow the rules of procedure
3
 with the global approach. Along the 

                                                 
1
 UNESCO, (1989). Recommendation on the Safeguarding of the Traditional Culture and Folklore adopted in 

1989, http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13141&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html 

2
 UNESCO, (1998). Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/intangible-heritage/masterpiece.php 

3
 The Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to Member States and International Conventions are 

covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution. The procedures take the following phases:  

first a preliminary study of the technical and legal aspects of the question to be regulated at the international 

level. This study must be submitted for prior consideration to the Executive Board, which include the proposal 

for international regulation in the agenda of the General Conference. International conventions adopted by the 

General Conference and recommendations to Member States are prepared in accordance with a pre-established 

procedure. The General Conference is then required to decide on the desirability of the regulation contemplated 

and on the form which such a regulation should take - convention or recommendation. The Director-General is 

then instructed to prepare a preliminary report setting forth the position with regard to the problem to be 

regulated and to the possible scope of the regulating action proposed. Member States are invited to present their 

comments and observations on this report. In the light of these comments and observations, the Director-General 

prepares a final report containing one or more drafts of the convention or recommendation, which he 

communicates to Member States. This final report is submitted either direct to the General Conference or, if the 

Conference bas so decided, to a special committee of governmental experts. The General Conference considers 

the draft texts submitted to it and, if it sees fit, adopts the instrument. General introduction to the standard-

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13141&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
http://www.unesco.org/culture/intangible-heritage/masterpiece.php
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way, it became matter not only of the new concept of heritage, but also empowerment of non-

Western countries and lobbying for the mode of their representation in the global platform 

like UNESCO list.  

The first document on protection of heritage in UNESCO was Convention Concerning the 

Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage,
4
 adopted in 1972.  The convention 

integrated two separate movements: one focusing on the preservation of cultural sites, and the 

other dealing with the conservation of natural heritage. In terms of cultural heritage, 

UNESCO took several actions for protection of monuments.
5
 These safeguarding initiatives 

led to preparation of the draft document together with ICOMOS.
6
 The idea to put together 

cultural and natural heritage came from the USA, whose World Heritage Trust initiated joint 

protection of cultural and natural sites. The definition that resulted from this synergy 

initiative refers to categories and sub-categories of heritage. For cultural, these are 

monuments, groups of buildings and sites with sub categories, and for natural heritage, the 

categories are natural features, geological and physiographical formations, natural sites 

(UNESCO, 1972). The main instruments of this convention are World Heritage List 

(henceforth WHL) of natural and cultural sites and List of World Heritage in danger, whose 

criteria served for selection of the sites to be inscribed.  By 2015 there were 1031 sites 

inscribed into the WHL.
7
 

                                                                                                                                                        
setting instruments of UNESCO, 

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=23772&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html#name

=1 

4
 UNESCO, (1972). Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 

http://whc.unesco.org/archive/convention-en.pdf 

5
 In 1959, the campaign was launched by UNESCO to save the sites in Egypt and Sudan from being flooded. 

Later, the campaigns included Venice and its Lagoon in Italy, Archaeological Ruins of Moenjodaro, Pakistan 

and Borodobur Temple Compounds in Indonesia.  
6
 The World Heritage Convention, http://whc.unesco.org/en/convention/ 

7
 UNESCO World Heritage List Statistics http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/stat 

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=23772&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html#name=1
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=23772&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html#name=1
http://whc.unesco.org/archive/convention-en.pdf
http://whc.unesco.org/en/convention/
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/stat
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Since the WHL entered into force, European sites have been by far outnumbering all other 

regions of the world.
8
 The states parties were pointing to such imbalance in their reports so 

UNESCO has initiated global study of the flaws of the WHL.
9
  Structural and qualitative 

flaws were identified in the mechanism of the list, but the question of living cultures 

remained out of the scope of WHC and WHL. 

The geographical imbalance of sites on WHL was already discussed among the states and the 

representatives of countries of southern hemisphere were lobbying for introduction of 

changes into the criteria and policies of UNESCO (Aikawa-Faure, 2009).
10

 The approach of 

UNESCO was marked with criteria that referred to historical periods recognizable in only 

one part of the world – although it was claimed to have global aspect and significance for 

humanity.
11

As an attempt to overcome the gap, the new category of „cultural landscape“
12

 

was added to the WHL criteria in 1992, to define the relationship between people and their 

environment. As the consideration was about the issue of living cultures embedded in 

communities, the notion did not bring change as again it was measuring the outcome. 

                                                 
8
 One of the studies that examine stereotypes of benefits of WHL for the heritage and sites, but also potential 

harmful effects is:  Frey B.S., Steiner L. (2011), World Heritage List: does it make sense?, International Journal 

of Cultural Policy, Vol.17, No.5, 555-573 

9
 Study was carried out by ICOMOS from 1987 to 1993 to conclude that Europe, historic towns and religious 

monuments, Christianity, historical periods and „elitist‟ architecture (in relation to vernacular) were all over-

represented on the World Heritage List; whereas, all living cultures, and especially „traditional cultures‟, were 

underrepresented. The survey of ICOMOS was formal confirmation of the remarks of member states and it 

initiated actions related to new policy.UNESCO,(1994). Global Strategy for a Representative, Balanced and 

Credible World Heritage List,http://whc.unesco.org/en/globalstrategy/; see also Munjeri D. (2004), Tangible and 

Intangible Heritage: from differece to convergence, Museum International no.221-222 (vol.56. no. 1-2.) 

10
 Ms Noriko Aikawa, former director of the Intangible Cultural Heritage Section of UNESCO, has been 

working on the development of ICH concept since 1992 towards the adoption of the  Convention for the 

Safeguarding of theIntangible Cultural Heritage. 

11
 More on this in the study Smith, L. (2006) Uses of Heritage, Routledge where the author examines various 

aspects and, among them, authorised heritage discourse. 

12
 Cultural landscapes, http://whc.unesco.org/en/culturallandscape/ 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/globalstrategy/
http://whc.unesco.org/en/culturallandscape/
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In the case of 2003 Convention, it was necessary to take the reverse approach – the heritage 

in question was not material. And secondly, predominant value was internal, embedded and 

nurtured in the community, without reference to global world in the sense of UNESCO. 

Structurally, the ICHC has the same model as WHC, particularly in reference to 

categorization of elements, but has been implying new approach to heritage protection. 

5.1 Historical development of  the concept of  ICH 

It was in the field of cultural policies, on the World Conference on Cultural Policies 

(Mondiacult) in Mexico City in 1982, that the new definition of cultural heritage has been 

proposed to include “both tangible and intangible works through which creativity of people 

finds expression: languages, rites, beliefs, historical places and monuments, literature, works 

of art, archives and libraries” (Blake, 2013). The Conference also asked UNESCO to develop 

its programs in the field of safeguarding and study of intangible cultural heritage.  

The initiative was raised after the request of Bolivia to protect IPR of folklore of indigenous 

peoples. In the end, IPR was left out and the Recommendation on the Safeguarding of 

Traditional Culture and Folklore was adopted in l989
13

 without WIPO, just aiming at 

safeguarding of traditional cultures and folklore.
14

 Folklore was defined as “totality of 

tradition-based creations of a cultural community, expressed by a group or individuals and 

recognized as reflecting the expectations of a community in so far as they reflect its cultural 

and social identity; its standards and values are transmitted orally, by imitation or by other 

means.” (UNESCO,  1989).  

The value of folklore was defined through its significance for the identity of the community. 

The document expresses limitations in protection of living folklore, due to its evolving 

character, and focuses on fixed and tangible forms of folklore and documented variations. 

                                                 
13

 UNESCO, (1989). Recommendation on the Safeguarding of Traditional Culture and Folklore 

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13141&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html 

(accessed on 21 July 2015) 

14
 Even in the text of the Recommendation, section F(a) it is stated that the issue of IPR is only one of the 

aspects of folklore protection while the aspects related to safeguarding are certainly urgent (UNESCO, 1989) 

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13141&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
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But, the caution that it should be preserved along with its transmitters was also noted in this 

document.  

Although it did not have obligatory character and was not accepted by many countries, the 

recommendation introduced new concept that changed former perspective. In comparison to 

WHL, instead of outstanding universal value of the cultural asset, from the historical, 

aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological point of view – the criterion of rootedness in 

community, value for social and cultural identity and transmission of knowledge became 

important. Recommendation introduced these notions in UNESCO documents on heritage 

protection. 

Knowing that the adoption of the convention will take time, both due to rules of procedures 

and also because of introduction of new concept, UNESCO
15

 firstly worked on the awareness 

of the ICH among the member states. The first event that served to such purposes was 

organized in Marrakesh, Morocco. UNESCO was invited to react in 1996, when Jamaa‟el-

Fna Square, Marrakesh,
16

 was threatened with the decision of city authorities to clean the 

space and modernize its character. The meeting in Marrakesh, proposed the new document 

for safeguarding of ICH was offered, taking the Marrakesh case as a pilot study. This 

proposed document was draft of the text - System to Honor Cultural Space with Remarkable 

                                                 
15

 UNESCO here refers to the activities and initiatives of Intangible Cultural Heritage Section of UNESCO; 

since the adoption of the Convention, Section has the roles of its Secretariat; it has Governing Bodies and 

Processing Unit, Program and Evaluation Unit, Capacity Building and Heritage Policy Unit, Information and 

Communication Unit (Blake J. 2013) 

16
 Cultural Space of Jamaa‟el-Fna Square is one of the main cultural spaces in Marrakesh and has become one of 

the symbols of the city since its foundation in the eleventh century. It represents a unique concentration of 

popular Moroccan cultural traditions performed through musical, religious and artistic expressions.All through 

the day, and well into the night, a variety of services are offered, such as dental care, traditional medicine, 

fortune-telling, preaching, and henna tattooing; water-carrying, fruit and traditional food may be bought. In 

addition, one can enjoy many performances by storytellers, poets, snake-charmers, Berber musicians 

(mazighen), GnaoIua dancers and senthir (hajouj) players. http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/RL/00014 

(accessed on 20 July 2015) 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/RL/00014
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Intangible Heritage.
17

 This document was aimed at protection of oral traditions and cultural 

spaces and recommended for adoption as soon as possible to honor or distinguish certain oral 

heritage in order to prevent its disappearance. In the proposal, the definition of ICH was the 

same as in Recommendations from 1989, the categories were the same, but with cultural 

space as additional element.  

The proposed system served as the base for the draft resolution on Proclamation of 

Masterpieces of Oral Heritage of Humanity. Intangible heritage, as the notion, was added to 

the title on the meeting of the UNESCO Executive Board and it was adopted in 1998, by the 

General Conference, as Proclamation of Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of 

Humanity. The set of criteria for expressions and spaces proposed for Proclamation was 

aimed at: demonstration of outstanding value as masterpiece of the human creative genius; 

supporting evidence of their roots in the cultural tradition or cultural history of the 

community; provide means of affirming the cultural identity of the cultural communities 

concerned; provide proof of excellence in the application of the skill and technical qualities 

displayed; affirm their value as unique testimony of living cultural traditions; risk of 

degradation or of disappearing.  

Proclamation system defined its goal as honoring forms of popular and traditional 

expression – defined as languages, oral literature, music, dance, games, mythology, rituals, 

costumes, craftwork know-how, architecture and cultural spaces. Cultural spaces were 

defined as places where popular and traditional cultural activities take place in a concentrated 

manner (sites for story-telling, rituals, marketplaces, festivals etc.) or the time for a regularly 

occurring event (daily rituals, annual processions, regular performances). 

5.2 Finalizing the concept and the text of the Convention 

The next impetus to UNESCO to prepare new standard-setting instrument for the protection 

of traditional culture and folklore was given after the conference about 1989 

                                                 
17

 UNESCO entrusted Marc Denhez, a Canadian heritage lawyer who had just finished his legal assessment of 

the 1989 Recommendation, to explore the different possibilities for UNESCO to grant international recognition 

to „cultural spaces‟ worldwide that were under threat (Aikawa Faure, 2009) 
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Recommendations.
18

 The reports on the conference proved that it had weak impact for ten 

years. In the form of recommendation, the document was considered a soft law because it 

does not have binding force so it did not cause attention among states members (Aikawa, 

2004). But it provided useful ground for evaluation of notions and also promoted the concept. 

The conclusion was that the scope of the term folklore, was too limited and its use was 

inadequate and too product oriented, while related symbols, values and processes were again 

neglected. Final consideration was that concept of the 1989 Recommendation was outdated 

for the contemporary world in political, social and cultural context and therefore a new 

international normative instrument needed to be created.  

Based on this conclusions,  a draft resolution was submitted to 30th General Conference in 

1999, with request to make feasibility study for the adoption of a new standard-setting 

instrument for the protection of traditional culture and folklore (Aikawa, 2009). This 

resolution was necessary to fulfill the first condition of Rules of procedure and to justify the 

need to set forth the position of ICH and accept the preliminary study on the following 

session of the Executive Board. There were four more meetings that set the framework for the 

new normative document: International Round Table “Intangible heritage – working 

definitions“  in 2001 Turin, Italy, meeting of the Jury of the Proclamation of Masterpieces in 

Elche, Spain, expert meeting “Intangible Cultural Heritage: Priority Domains for an 

International Convention“ in Rio de Janeiro in 2002 and Third Round Table of Ministers of 

Culture “Intangible cultural heritage – Mirror of Cultural Diversity” in Istanbul, Turkey in 

2002. 

During these meetings, various important issues were formulated to mark the change of the 

concept and provide framework for future document. Based on the conclusions and activity 

plan from the meeting in Turin, the preliminary feasibility study was submitted to 161st 

session of the Executive Board UNESCO Executive Board in 2001. On the same session, 

Executive Board discussed the report from the meeting in Elche, Spain when the jury 

discussed the nominations for the List of Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of 
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International Conference “A Global Assessment of the 1989 Recommendation on the Safeguarding of 

Traditional Culture and Folklore: Local Empowerment and International Cooperation“, held in Washington in 

1999 http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001323/132327m.pdf 
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Humanity for the first time. These two documents were considered as complimentary and the 

Executive Board recommended to the team working on the convention, to imply experience 

from the process of Proclamation of Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of 

Humanity (Aikawa, 2009). This was really crucial for the process as, on that session, 

Executive Board decided to allow the Director-General to continue the process of preparation 

for the new instrument (Aikawa, 2009). 

The two meetings in Rio de Janeiro and Istanbul were organised to ensure political support to 

the voting for the new instrument. It was decided to accept the former conclusions related to 

ICH but to add the framework of the UNESCO Universal Declaration of Cultural Diversity, 

adopted in 2001, should be added to ICHC. Cultural diversity was seen as a source of cultural 

inspiration and sustainable development but the fundamental value of ICH that is being 

appreciated is contribution to diversity itself. 

The states that were supporting adoption of the Declaration of Cultural Diversity, mostly 

French-speaking countries, joined the initiative supporting ICH on the gathering of ministers 

of culture in Istanbul, Turkey in September 2002. The group of Asian and Eastern-Central 

European countries was supporting the convention from the very beginning.
19

 In the text of 

Istanbul declaration, ministers of culture agreed that expressions of ICH are fundamental 

sources for cultural identities of communities. Common wealth, living and constantly 

recreated practices in the community create sense of belonging, conditions for preservation of 

cultural diversity and source for creativity.  

5.3 Adoption of the Convention on the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage 

Finally, the Director-General reported to the Executive Board on the progress of work and 

presented the Preliminary Draft Convention in September 2003. The Executive Board 

adopted it and recommended the draft to be considered on the General Conference in October 

2003. The convention was adopted on the General conference. And, according to the article 

34 of the Convention, it entered into force three months after the date of thirtieth instrument 
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 UNESCO, 2002. Istanbul Declaration on Cultural Diversity http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-

URL_ID=6209&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html 

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=6209&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=6209&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
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of ratification. This condition was fulfilled in 2006 that is the year when the Convention 

entered into force. 

Referring to the General conference adoption, the introductory remarks of the convention 

reaffirmed international instruments with significant relevance for the convention - Universal 

Declaration of Human rights 1948, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights of 1966 and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; then  UNESCO 

Recommendation on the Safeguarding of Traditional Culture and Folklore of 1989, UNESCO 

Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity of 2001 and in Istanbul Declaration of 2002.  

General conference relied on the far reaching impact of UNESCO in establishing normative 

instruments for the protection of cultural heritage of 1972 and recalled UNESCO programs 

relating to Intangible heritage and in particular Proclamation of the Masterpieces of the Oral 

and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. Transitional role of the Proclamation of Masterpieces 

of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity, which strongly contributed to definition and 

adoption of ICHC, was concluded with the adoption of the convention. Within the text of the 

convention, the relationship to Proclamation was clearly determined in the article 31, stating 

that the Representative list of the ICH will incorporate the items proclaimed as Masterpieces 

of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity.  
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5.4 Definition of intangible cultural heritage 

The “intangible cultural heritage” was defined as the “practices, representations, expressions, 

knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated 

therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of 

their cultural heritage. This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to 

generation, is constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their 

environment, their interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of 

identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity.” 

(UNESCO, 2003).
20

 Apart from this inclusive definition, there are limiting criteria – only 

elements of heritage compatible with existing international human rights instruments, 

expressing mutual respect among communities, and sustainable development may be 

considered for recognition. 

Safeguarding is defined towards the nature of ICH, to all actions that ensure viability and 

include the identification, documentation, research, preservation, protection, promotion, 

enhancement, transmission, particularly through formal and non-formal education, as well as 

the revitalization of the various aspects of such heritage. Novelty in this definition is also in 

confirming roles of both formal and non-formal education which again confirms its 

participative nature and recognizes ways of transmission in community as non-formal ways. 

 

5.5 Domains of the Convention 

The domains of manifestation of ICH are also stated in the document as systematized fields 

of oral and ICH heritage fields already mentioned in the !989 Recommendation and  

Masterpieces document. These are categorized as follows: oral traditions and expressions, 

including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage; performing arts; social 

practices, rituals and festive events; knowledge and practices concerning nature and the 

universe; traditional craftsmanship. Through the text of the convention, it is clear that the 
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UNESCO, 2003. Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural 

Heritage,http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/en/convention 
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international level set the standards that will be institutionalized on the national level. The 

difficulties in this long process lie in bureaucratic hierarchy that needs to be followed and 

leads to administrative aspect of heritage (Lukić-Krstanović, 2012). Therefore, ICH becomes 

restricted to standard that is not embracing all its meanings. The variety of ICH contents is 

difficult to frame because the elements do not belong to just one domain - the rituals may be 

accompanied by a chant or have elements of performing arts, or might be based on the 

knowledge about nature and universe. Such one dimensional description without the context 

and adapted to the forms for documentation, do not describe the value of the element. In the 

following descriptions of heritage domains and the examples from the UNESCO list, it will 

be clear that without their genuine, temporal and spatial framework, the element is without its 

real meaning.
21

 

5.5.1 Oral traditions and language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage 

The oral traditions may be divided into numerous varieties of forms proverbs, riddles, tales, 

nursery rhymes, legends, myths, epic songs and poems, charms, prayers, chants, songs, 

dramatic performances and more. Oral traditions are present in any domain to pass the 

knowledge, social and cultural values and collective memory. They are considered crucial in 

keeping cultures alive. The expressions and oral traditions are sometimes spoken by large 

communities and sometimes by small group of individuals. Another feature of ICH is that, as 

the elements are orally transmitted, expressions have numerous varieties. Expressions are 

being reproduced, improvised and created on each transmission. This process makes these 

expressions vibrant but fragile at the same time. In this situation, it is of utmost importance to 

establish chain of transmission of genres from one generation to next generation of 

performers so that it maintains continuity. Beside transmission, the next crucial condition for 

safeguarding is maintenance of social roles that such tradition bears. 

Example from the Representative List:  

                                                 
21

Academic and professional society whose interest was focused on folklore and traditional culture and based 

their work on Recommendation on the Safeguarding of the Traditional Culture and Folklore, did not consider  

that the Covention came with a new concept but only made confusion with its metacultural transcript of an 

element into the Representative list (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, B., 2004).  It was suggested that heirtage exists prior 

to  UNESCO definitions and not as a consequence of them (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, B., 2004) so that it should 

not be expected to adapt existing practices and elements into definitions provided by the 2003 Convention. 
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Al-Zajal is a form of Lebanese folk poetry declaimed or sung at social and family 

celebrations and in daily life. The performers, both men and women, express themselves 

either individually or collectively on a variety of themes including life, love, nostalgia, death, 

politics and daily events. During poetic jousts, troupes of poets and musicians gather around 

a table laden with dishes of meze and arrack to perform verses in front of a mixed audience 

to the rhythm of the tambourine and derbouka. The poets declaim verses, often in the form of 

challenges, which are then repeated by the singers and audience. These verbal exchanges 

evoke the beauty of Lebanon, the importance of tolerance, dialogue between communities and 

religions, and the right to difference. Transmission of Al-Zajal is largely informal, 

transmitted and renewed within the family or in a spontaneous manner through observation, 

imitation and participation. Troupes and non-governmental organizations are also actively 

involved in its practice and recreation. The religious and communitarian inclusiveness of Al-

Zajal promotes its continuity, with poetic jousts serving as a safety valve and playing an 

important role in resolving conflicts and strengthening social cohesion.
22

 

5.5.2 Performing arts 

Music, dance and theatre are the most common performing arts among peoples. There are 

also pantomime and singing verses. At the same time, these elements are found in other 

domains such as rituals, festive events, or oral traditions.  Traditional singing and dancing is 

present in various occasions of a life cycle in community: weddings, funerals, rituals and 

initiations, festivities, but they are also performed while working in the field or while craft 

making. As the performances are linked to these events, they are also changing by following 

variations of these events. These arts are performed for audiences, but their essential role is 

social and inclusive. They can be performed in the field while agricultural work, or as a part 

of a ritual but also in an intimate setting as lullabies are sung to babies and toddlers. Most 

often, music, dance and theatre are key features of cultural promotion intended to attract 

tourists. This brings increased number of visitors and revenue, but in terms of time and space, 

distorts the social role of the performance.  
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Al-Zajal, recited or sung poetry, 

Lebanonhttp://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&RL=01000 
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Examples from the Representative List: 

Capoeira is an Afro-Brazilian cultural practice – simultaneously a fight and a dance – that 

can be interpreted as a tradition, a sport and even an art form. Capoeira players form a 

circle at the centre of which two players engage with one another. The movements require 

great bodily dexterity. The other players around the circle sing, chant, clap and play 

percussive instruments. Capoeira circles are formed by a group of people of any gender, and 

comprise a master, counter-master and disciples. The master is the bearer and guardian of 

the knowledge of the circle, and is expected to teach the repertoire and to maintain the 

group‟s cohesion and its observance to a ritual code. The master usually plays a single string 

percussion instrument, starts the chants, and leads the game‟s timing and rhythm. All 

participants are expected to know how to make and play the instrument, sing a shared 

repertoire of chants, improvise songs, know and respect the codes of ethics and conduct, and 

perform the movements, steps and strikes. The capoeira circle is a place where knowledge 

and skills are learned by observation and imitation. It also functions as an affirmation of 

mutual respect between communities, groups and individuals and promotes social integration 

and the memory of resistance to historical oppression.
23

 

5.5.3 Social practices, rituals and festive events 

Social practices, rituals and festive events involve variety of forms: worship rites; rites of 

passage; birth, wedding and funeral rituals; oaths of allegiance; traditional legal systems; 

traditional games and sports; kinship and ritual kinship ceremonies; settlement patterns; 

culinary traditions; seasonal ceremonies; practices specific to men or women only; hunting, 

fishing and gathering practices and many more. The viability of social practices, rituals and 

especially festive events may also depend quite heavily on general socio-economic 

conditions. The preparations, the production of costumes and masks and providing for the 

participants is often very expensive and may not be sustainable in times of economic 

downturn. Processes such as migration, individualization, the general introduction of formal 
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 Capoeira Circle, Brasil, http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&RL=00892 
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education, the growing influence of major world religions and other effects of globalization 

have a particularly marked effect on these practices. 

Example from the List of ICH in Need of Urgent Safeguarding:  

The male-child cleansing ceremony, performed among the Lango people of central northern 

Uganda, is a healing ritual for a male child believed to have lost his manhood. During the 

ceremony, the mother and male child spend three days inside the house and eat unsweetened 

millet porridge. The child is treated as a baby for the duration of the ceremony. On the third 

day, they exit the house and sit at the entrance, accompanied by a paternal cousin. The 

child‟s hair is cut and woven into strands, which are mixed with softened ficus bark and shea 

butter, then tied around the child‟s neck, wrists, and waist. Remaining strands are rolled into 

a ball, and thrown three times to the mother, cousin and child. The three are then smeared 

with shea butter and served pea paste, millet bread and a millet-yeast brew. Jubilations begin 

thereafter with ululations, singing and dancing, confirming that the child has regained his 

manhood. The ceremony promotes reconciliation and restores the social status of the child. 

Limited practice, however, is affecting its viability. Many bearers are aged and the practice 

is increasingly performed in secrecy for fear of excommunication.
24

 

5.5.4 Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe 

Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe include knowledge, know-how, 

skills, practices and representations developed by communities by interacting with the natural 

environment. The understanding of the universe and world is interwoven into other 

expressions of ICH such as language, oral traditions, feelings of attachment towards a place, 

memories, spirituality and worldview. Such knowledge cannot be divided from social 

practices and values that lie underneath them. And, of course, in each community they are 

shaped by natural environment. This domain also includes variety of forms traditional 

ecological wisdom, indigenous knowledge, knowledge about local fauna and flora, traditional 

                                                 
24 The male-child cleansing ceremony of go people of central northern Uganda,  

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&USL=00982 
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healing systems, rituals, beliefs, initiatory rites, cosmologies, shamanism, possession rites, 

social organizations, festivals, languages and visual arts.   

Example from the Representative List: 

The argan tree is an endemic woodland species found in the Arganeraie Biosphere Reserve in 

south-west Morocco. Rural women and, to a lesser extent, men living in the reserve practice 

traditional methods to extract argan oil from the fruit of the tree. Different tasks, transmitted 

by means of imitation and through non-formal education, are required to obtain the oil, 

which has multiple uses for cooking, medicines and cosmetics. These include harvesting the 

fruit, drying, pulping, grinding, sorting, milling and mixing. The specific hand mill is 

manufactured by local craftspeople, and the mixing involves the gradual addition of warm 

water in exact quantities. All the cultural aspects of the argan tree, including the cultivation 

of the tree, oil extraction, the preparation of recipes and derived products, and the crafting of 

traditional tools for the various tasks, contribute to social cohesion, understanding between 

individuals and mutual respect between communities. Argan oil is given as a wedding gift 

and is used extensively in the preparation of festive dishes. Traditional know-how specific to 

the extraction of the oil and its multiple uses is systematically transmitted by „argan women‟, 

who teach their daughters from a young age to put it into practice.
25

 

5.5.5 Traditional craftsmanship 

Traditional craftsmanship is perhaps the most tangible manifestation of intangible cultural 

heritage. But the Convention addresses the process and skill rather than the product itself. So 

it is production process that is related to numerous elements of both every day or festive life 

of an individual and the community. These might be the tools; clothing and jewelry; 

costumes and props for festivals and performing arts; storage containers, objects used for 

storage, transport and shelter; decorative art and ritual objects; musical instruments and 

household utensils, and toys, both for amusement and education. Some of these objects are 

made to be used occasionally for specific purposes, some of them are part of the rituals e.g. 
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Argan, practices and know-how concerning the argan tree, Morocco, 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&RL=00955 
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the heirloom that is passed from generation to generation or transferred as a bridal gift to new 

family. The delicacy of the skill varies greatly from delicate, detailed work such as producing 

papervotives to robust, rugged tasks like creating a sturdy basket or thick blanket. 

Example Representative List:  

Zmijanje embroidery is a specific technique practiced by the women of Zmijanje villages in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina. Traditionally, Zmijanje embroidery is used to decorate female 

costumes and household items, including wedding dresses, scarves, garments and bed linen. 

The main characteristic is the use of a deep blue thread, handmade with vegetable dyes, to 

embroider improvised geometrical shapes. The richness and variations of the embroidered 

designs determine the social status of the village women. Embroidery is usually performed 

among groups of women, who engage in needlework while singing and chatting. Each 

embroiderer adapts and reinvents the required knowledge and skills, as part of the process of 

transmission. The knowledge is conveyed orally and through practical work, mostly in formal 

educational environments. Students learn by watching experienced embroiderers combine 

pre-determined elements into numerous variations, and through regular and continuous 

practice. Zmijanje embroidery incorporates respect for diversity, creativity and non-verbal 

communication. It also has a sentimental and emotional value particularly for displaced 

populations, who use embroidered garments as an expression of national and local identity 

and pride. Embroidery ties together many elements of cultural heritage, such as music, 

rituals, oral traditions, handicrafts and symbolic expressions.
26
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 Zmijanje embroidery, Bosnia and Herzegovina,   
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6 CONCEPTUAL DIFFICULTIES  

Throughout the definition of the new concept, researchers and professionals faced deeply 

rooted  oppositions in comprehension of the world, like West vs. East, or Northern 

hemisphere vs. Southern hemisphere, or tangible vs. intangible or developed vs. developing 

countries and also exceptional vs. everyday. They are also present in the reports of UNESCO 

as referential framework and make the context which is polarised and hierarchical. But this 

attitude was so deeply rooted in UNESCO approach, which was always considered as 

globally accepted. Such approach is what Smith calls, authorized heritage discourse – that not 

only defines heritage as material and monumental but also privileges the heritage of elite 

classes, colonialism and universalisation (Smith, 2006). This discourse is considered limiting 

for all other concepts and approaches to heritage and particularly limiting for the redefinition 

of the notion of heritage (Smith, Aikawa, 2009). 

For this reason also, it could not have been initiated by UNESCO but by the professionals 

and researchers that were facing the restrictions included in the documents. Still, the text had 

to be shaped to avoid any overlapping of areas of other international organizations like 

WIPO, or any other interest group e.g. the French speaking countries that supported adoption 

of Declaration of Cultural Diversity.
27

 In any case, going from `universal value for humanity` 

which was earlier approach of UNESCO documents, excluded participation of large parts of 

the world that have different conceptions of heritage. Changing approach from top – down 

towards reverse, bottom-up approach to values of heritage considered by its community had 

to open these questions.
28
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 Smith (2006) states that the representative of United Kingdom in UNESCO claimed that UK does not have 

ICH. In addition to this, UK did not vote for approval of the Convention but withheld the vote. 

28
There are numerous critics of the concept published by Kirchenblatt Giblett 2004, Smith 2006,Kaufman N., 

2013 et al 
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6.1 Value of ICH 

Within the process of going towards definition of ICH, the UNESCO policies gradually 

changed directions monuments as unique and universally appreciated,  towards valorisation 

of cultural heritage through rootedness in the identity of the community  and society – it is 

the source of meaning for heritage (Munjeri, 2004).The importance of intangible cultural 

heritage is not the cultural manifestation itself but rather the wealth of knowledge and skills 

that is transmitted through it from one generation to the next. The values of heritage in this 

context differ from prescribed and exclusive forms of values that used to be imposed as 

standards.  

In any case, criteria of  “universal value for humanity” does not allow recognition of heritage 

of large part of the world that have different conceptions of heritage. Because, heritage 

cannot be appreciated equally all over the world, not only because of cultural differences but 

also because of various approaches – religious, aesthetic, or architectural. In case of ICH, this 

criterion is absurd as ICH is defined in belonging to the community and preserving what is 

meaningful to the community and not to the world. For that reason it can never be universal. 

There is no element on the WHL that will be seen as equally valuable to all the peoples – 

even if they are regarded or disregarded through different perspectives religious, aesthetic or 

architectural, the conceptual comprehension differs. Dissonant meanings are integral element 

of heritage.  

Value attributed to ICH is widely defined and includes sense of belonging, inclusiveness and 

represents the community in a wider context. 

Intangible heritage is living and contemporary and not fossilized remnant of the past. The 

value reflected in ICH is traditional, contemporary and living at the same time: intangible 

cultural heritage does not only represent past traditions but their continuation and 

transmission in contemporary rural and urban practices. The National List of ICH
29

 includes 

elements like Vuk‟s Convocation, which is held annually since 1933 and is becoming more 

and more complex social event. At first, it was local fair that gathered friends and relatives of 
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 Lista elemenata nematerijalnog kulturnog nasledja Republike Srbije (List of elements of intangible cultural 

heritage of Serbia) http://nkns.rs/2012/06/usvojena-lista-nkn/ 
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the local people together with representatives of royal family, clergy men and respected 

intellectuals. In a contemporary setting, the assembly deals with scientific, educational and 

artistic issues, days for schoolchildren, international day with guests from other countries and 

it lasts for a week.
30

 

The example of Vuk‟s Convocation illustrates another value of ICH - inclusiveness. 

Regardless of the rural or urban origin of elements, it was adapted and transmitted from 

generation to generation, contributed to sense of identity and linked community to the past, 

present and future. Communities need to have a sense of “ownership” of their heritage and it 

reaffirms their worth as a community, their ways of thinking about things, their “culture” 

(Kurin, 2004). The sense of belonging determinates the position of the element in the 

community. Intangible cultural heritage can only be heritage when it is recognized as such by 

the communities, groups or individuals that create, maintain and transmit it – without their 

recognition, nobody else can decide for them that a given expression or practice is their 

heritage.  

And towards external environment, ICH is representative of the community as it embodies 

elements for self identification and communicates the society toward external. The body of 

knowledge of traditions and collective memory that community transmits to generations are 

certainly shaped by the external conditions.  

6.2 Redefinition of the notion of heritage 

Even at the time when the convention was adopted, former notions of heritage already were 

marked as traditional. In WHC 1972 heritage was defined through categories of monuments, 

groups of buildings and sites of historical, aesthetic, artistic or scientific value.
31
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 Centar za kulturu – Loznica  (Centre for culture - Loznica), http://www.ckvkaradzic.org.rs/stari/lat/index.html 
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World Heritage Convention recognises three categories of cultural heritage: monuments: architectural works, 

works of monumental sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions, 

cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of 

history, art or science; groups of buildings: groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their 

architecture, their homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point 

of view of history, art or science;sites: works of man or the combined works of nature and man, and areas 
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What was qualified as cultural heritage in this document was deemed to be stable, and static 

and having “intrinsic values” as well as qualities of authenticity (Munjeri, 2004). Authenticity 

was attached to materials, workmanship, design and setting. The whole concept of cultural 

heritage was put on a rational, categorised distance from the community in the context of 

WHL.  The Report also continues that “it is this distance which leads to the decay of the 

physical and social context in which value was found” (Munjeri, 2004). 

 

Societal appreciation was not included as a value or as the source of creation. It is in the 

process of preparation of 2003 Convention, that the community appreciation is included in 

the definition of intangible cultural heritage.  It was accepted that cultural heritage speaks 

“through the values that people give it and not the other way round” (Munjeri, 2014). 

Objects, collections, buildings, etc. become recognized as heritage when they express the 

value of society and so the tangible can only be understood and interpreted through the 

intangible. Society and values are thus strongly linked and that is the bond that keeps the 

intangible heritage alive. 

 

Within the process of going towards definition of ICH, the UNESCO policies gradually 

changed directions from unique, universal towards rootedness in the identity of the 

community and society. It is the meeting of the jury for Proclamation of Masterpieces in 

Elche, when the members agreed that major shift has already occurred and that convention 

should signal that heritage is not a category, but concept and set of practices vital for the 

community. The heritage should not be broadened towards ICH, but redefined.   

So the ICH concept was defined as opposition to `authorized heritage discourse` (Smith, 

2006). This AHD not only defines heritage as material, monumental and nationally 

significant but also privileges the heritage of elite classes. This discourse is considered 

limiting for more inclusive approach (Logan, Smith, 2009). 

                                                                                                                                                        
including archaeological sites which are of outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic, 

ethnological or anthropological point of view. (WHC, 1972) 
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The AHD notion of heritage is outcome of selection process that is initiated and supported by 

the government and official regulation. It is historical process but it has its own elements of  

selection. Practices of interventions by governments or the expert actions of heritage 

professionals should be changed to involve local communities. It is imperative that the values 

and practices of communities, together with traditional management systems, are fully 

understood, respected, encouraged and accommodated in management plans and policy 

documents if heritage resources are to be sustained in the future. Communities need to have a 

sense of „ownership‟ of their heritage this reaffirms their worth as a community, their ways of 

going about things, their culture (Logan, Smith, 2009). 

These issues were raised during the work on the convention but also as a response to 

international policy proposed by UNESCO. Not only that the proposal of the concept has 

raised voices of professionals but also researchers reacting to convention as open discussion 

about heritage and its definitions, documenting, inclusion into policies and other questions on 

the international level. The bodies formed on the international level are part of the 

mechanism of UNESCO meant for implementation of the policies on both international and 

national level. The Intergovernmental Committee is also opened for initiatives and questions 

to improve the 2003 Convention. 
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7 INTERNATIONAL LEVEL OF SAFEGUARDING POLICY  

After consideration of the values and heritage during the process of creation of the document, 

international level of safeguarding defines the ICH, its domains and safeguarding. The 2003 

Convention proposes mechanism of bodies and instruments aimed at achieving the purposes 

stated in Art 1 of the Convention:  

- to safeguard ICH,  

- to ensure respect for the ICH of communities, groups and individuals concerned,  

- to raise awareness at the local, national and international levels of the importance of 

ICH and ensure mutual appreciation, and  

- to provide for international cooperation and assistance. 

The convention sets the proposal of infrastructure to support safeguarding in terms of general 

provisions, organs of the Convention, safeguarding on national level, safeguarding on 

international level, international cooperation and assistance, funding for ICH, reporting and 

relation to Proclamation of Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. 

7.1 Organs and instruments of the Convention 

7.1.1 Intergovernmental Committee for the safeguarding of the ICH 

The General Assembly is the sovereign body of Intergovernmental Committee for the 

safeguarding of the ICH with the following functions: promotion of the objectives of ICHC,  

the use of the resources of the Intangible Cultural Heritage Fund, the inscription of ICH 

elements on the lists of the Convention; and the selection and promotion of programs, 

projects and activities submitted by State Parties that best reflect the objectives and principles 

of the Convention and proposes to the General Assembly the accreditation of NGOs that may 

have advisory functions to the IGC. Intergovernmental Committee also prepared Operational 

Directives for the implementation of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 

Heritage. Intergovernmental committee regularly reports to General Assembly, receives 

reports from states members and is also in position to nominate ad hoc bodies that will 
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improve its work. The Secretariat of UNESCO provides all the necessary support to the work 

of Intergovernmental Committee.
32

 

7.1.2 Intangible Cultural Heritage Section in UNESCO 

The Intangible Cultural Heritage Section has a function of Secretariat of the 2003 

Convention.  Section has four units focused on different tasks: 

- Governing Bodies and Processing Unit works on the preparation of the meetings 

of the governing bodies of the Convention and processing of nominations to the three 

Lists of the Convention, considers requests for International Assistance, and Periodic 

Reports submitted by state parties; 

- Program and Evaluation Unit works on technical evaluations of nominations and 

reports submitted by state parties and on planning and implementation of specific 

programs in ICH; 

- Capacity Building and Heritage Policy Unit works on the implementation of the 

global capacity building strategy to support states in ratifying and implementing the 

Convention; and 

- Information and Communication Unit is responsible for awareness-raising 

activities on the Convention such as publications, the website, the management of the 

Convention‟s logo and emblem and relations with various stakeholders (Blake, 2013). 

 

7.1.3 Instruments of the safeguarding policy 

The most visible instruments of international protection are Representative List of the 

Intangible Heritage of Humanity and List of Intangible Heritage in Need of Urgent 

Safeguarding. Although the Register of Best Safeguarding Practices should have the same 

position it is less visible and has smaller number of submissions. Intangible Cultural Heritage 

Fund is a financial instrument aimed at assistance to states in nominating and safeguarding 

their ICH and programs of support to implementation of the Convention. 

                                                 
32

Functions of the Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00586 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00586
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7.1.3.1 Representative List of the Intangible Heritage of Humanity 

The aim of Representative List is to help demonstrate the diversity of ICH and raise 

awareness of its importance. The Representative List is the most visible of the mechanisms 

founded up by the 2003 Convention, following the example of the World Heritage List 

created under the 1972 Convention. It has become a platform for national and (in some cases) 

multinational ICH elements from all around the world. According to purposes of convention 

the list should “ensure respect for the ICH of communities, groups and individuals concerned, 

raise awareness at the local, national and international levels of the importance of ICH and 

ensure mutual appreciation”. In comparison to WHL, whose goal was to make selection of 

unique cultural heritage of humanity, Representative list is a selection of various elements of 

ICH that are belonging to various nations and communities. The elements are nominated to 

ensure visibility of certain culture, but also to represent national identity. So, on the national 

level, the expert bodies can decide on inscription of elements on the national list and select 

the elements to be nominated to Representative list. Apart from representation on the global 

level, inscription of elements has raised awareness and draw attention of the media to 

elements of ICH (Colombia, Nigeria and Viet Nam), encouraged research of ICH (Georgia, 

Mali, Malawi, and Nigeria), motivated intergenerational dialogue by motivating tradition 

bearers to find ways of transmission of ICH to younger generations and, in some of the 

countries, the inscription has led to increased number of interpreters and performances e.g. 

inscription of  “Fado, urban popular song of Portugal” (Blake, 2013).  In practice, all these 

achievements contributed to safeguarding in numerous ways and helped shaping the models 

and bodies of safeguarding in the states parties.   

In 2008 the Committee incorporated 90 elements (formerly proclaimed Masterpieces) into the 

Representative List and from 2009 to 2014, it inscribed 224 new elements for an overall 

number of 314 elements on the Representative List.
33
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Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage, 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&inscription=11&multinational=3&display1=in

scriptionID#tabs 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=11&inscription=2&type=2
http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&inscription=11&multinational=3&display1=inscriptionID#tabs
http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&inscription=11&multinational=3&display1=inscriptionID#tabs
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As the inscription is sometimes mistaken for ownership over the element or cause 

competitiveness in terms of inscribed elements, UNESCO encourages multinational 

nominations e.g. “Falconry, a living human heritage” prepared by 12 countries.
34

 

7.1.3.2 List of Intangible Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding 

The List of ICH in Need of Urgent Safeguarding (USL) is composed of intangible heritage 

elements that require urgent measures to keep them alive or “whose viability is at risk” and 

“facing grave threats as a result of which it cannot be expected to survive without immediate 

safeguarding”(as it is stated in Operational Directives). There is a request that this elements 

should have safeguarding plans prepared before inscription on the list and that the nomination 

is supported by the widest possible participation of the community. Inscription on this List 

help to mobilize international cooperation and assistance for stakeholders to undertake 

appropriate safeguarding measures. During the period from 2009 to 2014, the Committee 

inscribed 38 elements on the USL. 

Although it was expected to gain large visibility and interest, USL was underrated and has 

small number of nominations. As the representative list was seen among states parties as 

demonstration of commitment to safeguarding, USL was seen as public demonstration of 

failure to maintain safeguarding program. Therefore in many of the states, USL is not a 

priority (Blake,  2013). 

However, there are examples on the USL that the inscription inspired research, 

documentation and promotion of the element and inspired interest among young people in the 

community to learn and continue the element e.g. “Earthenware pottery-making skills in 

Botswana‟s Kgatleng District in Botswana” (Blake, 2013). 

7.1.3.3 Register of the Best Safeguarding Practices 

As it is stated in the text of the convention “Committee shall periodically select and promote 

national, sub-regional and regional programs, projects and activities for the safeguarding of 

the heritage which it considers best reflect the principles and objectives of this Convention, 

                                                 
34

 Falconry, a living human heritage http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/RL/00732 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/RL/00732
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taking into account the special needs of developing countries”. As a result, the Register of 

Best Safeguarding Practices was set up to encourage state parties to submit examples of their 

best practices. Intergovernmental Committee then selects these proposals which can include 

programs, projects or activates. The nominated practices should reflect the purpose of the 

convention and fulfill nine criteria stated in the Operational Directives.  After the selection 

these programs are promoted and disseminated on the UNESCO platform where states parties 

can learn about other experiences and various types of ICH and inspiration in developing 

their own programs. The Register was started in 2009 and until 2014, the Committee 

selected 12 programs, projects and activities for this Register.
35

 

However, BSP is an instrument that did not inspire any safeguarding measures in other 

countries. Since the Intergovernmental committee limited the number of nominations to one 

nomination per country in one nomination cycle, the states have to choose between the lists, 

fund and safeguarding practices. As a result, BSP is competing with other instruments like 

RL and USL and the ICH fund. (Blake, 2013) 

7.1.3.4 Intangible Cultural Heritage Fund 

The Fund is intended for the purposes of promotion of the goals of the convention and also 

for assistance to safeguarding of elements when necessary. The fund is made of annual 

contributions of states parties, donations and voluntary contributions.
36

 

The purposes of the assistance are stated in the text of the convention: 

- The safeguarding of the heritage inscribed on the USL; 

- The preparation of inventories  

- Support for programs, projects and activities carried out at the national, sub regional 

and regional levels aimed at the safeguarding of ICH; and, 

- Any other purpose the Committee may deem necessary. 

                                                 
35

Criteria and timetable for selection of Register of Best Safeguarding Practices,  

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00300 

36
 Intangible Cultural Heritage Fund, http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?pg=00466 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00300
http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?pg=00466
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In recent cut of proposals per state, requested by UNESCO due to limited capacity of the 

Intergovernmental Committee, states have to choose between the four mentioned 

mechanisms. As they are allowed only one submission per nomination cycle, the majority 

chooses to submit nomination for RL. For this reason, USL, BSP and use of the fund remain 

underutilized (Blake, 2013). 

However, as one of the BSP, UNESCO has recommended Korean system of safeguarding 

of ICH and its instrument for safeguarding masters and carriers of knowledge and skills. It 

was before the 2003 Convention was adopted.  
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8 LIVING HUMAN TREASURES SYSTEM AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO UNESCO  

CONVENTION  

In 1993, the Republic of Korea proposed to the UNESCO Executive Board, to recommend 

establishment of a UNESCO “Living Human Treasures” program, based upon Korean 

experience and safeguarding model. The Board adopted a decision
37

 inviting Member States 

to establish systems for safeguarding in their countries. LHT is the model that was initiated 

by the state with intention to preserve traditional heritage. The system is centralized through 

the Major committee and the network of participants – researchers, masters, assistants, pupils 

and institutions for performances. The committee is responsible for the implementation of the 

system, coordination between the state and the bearers of knowledge of elements of ICH. 

Although it was recommended by UNESCO, the LHT system is presented here as an 

alternative to 2003 Convention, because of its custom made structure formed towards the 

policy of the state, without regard to international instruments of safeguarding. Due to its 

long existence, and its continuous maintenance, LHT has remained functional in the state 

strategies for culture and is being revised and improved. Nowadays, it is unique example of a 

system of safeguarding that was revised after 40 years of function, by the professionals, 

policy makers and bearers of ICH. 

At the time when UNESCO recommended this system, there were no guidelines formulated 

as instructions on how to build a system of safeguarding in states members
.
 The aim of 

guidelines was to encourage states members to recognize bearers of traditional or exceptional 

skills and knowledge and examine their own ways of safeguarding of transmission process.  

The first edition of the guidelines was relying on Korean model, but the latter guidelines were 

offering models of Japan, France, Thailand, Philippines, Romania and Czech Republic. All of 

these existing models were made towards the needs of particular cultures and with support of 

explicit policies of states on legal, organizational, economical and value based levels. The 

                                                 
37

 The document 142EX/18, adopted by UNESCO‟s Executive Committee at its 142nd session in August 1993, 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0009/000958/095831eo.pdf 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0009/000958/095831eo.pdf
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system starts with legal provisions, designation of group of experts responsible for selecting 

candidates and monitoring the implementation of the system and setting up of an inventory.
38

 

8.1 Korean System of Living Human Treasures 

Secondly, because it is not made according to international pattern offered from outside but 

made out of internal need to maintain features of traditional culture. In this case, it was 

formed towards the intention of the state to preserve elements of traditional culture that were 

disappearing due to industrialization of Korea. It was considered in Korea, that the majority 

of elements would not be preserved without interfering of the state in all aspects of policy – 

organizational, legal, economic and value-based. The Intangible Cultural Heritage system in 

Korea was invented as a result of explicit cultural policy aimed at recognition of valuable 

forms of traditional expression, protecting them, and ensuring their continual transmission 

(Yim,2004). As predominantly agricultural society, Korea went through very rapid change 

during 1960, with the beginning of industrialization. The majority of population migrated to 

the cities and embraced Western culture. Owing to this simultaneous industrialization, 

urbanization, and Westernisation, the traditional ways of life lost their roles and began to 

disappear rapidly. The Korean Government adopted the Cultural property protection law with 

a clear purpose to protect and revitalize the foundations of Korean national culture (Jongsung, 

2004). 

8.1.1 The terms 

Intangible cultural heritage was defined as music, dance, drama, games, ceremonies, martial 

arts, and other related arts and crafts, as well as the production techniques for food and other 

kinds of daily needs. It did not have a fixed form and was transmitted by knowledgeable and 

skilled persons. Beside the forms of heritage, it was important for Korean system, to identify 

the carriers of knowledge and skill and encourage them to transmit their knowledge to others. 

The persons were designated literally as “maintainers”, but the term by which they are known 

                                                 
38

UNESCO, 2002. Guidelines for Establishment of Living Human Treasures Systems, updated version, 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001295/129520eo.pdf 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001295/129520eo.pdf
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in Korean colloquial speech (in‟gan munhwaje) literally means “human cultural heritage” and 

is usually translated into English as “Living Human Treasures” 

8.1.2 Safeguarding system 

Legal basis for this cultural protection program was provided by the Cultural Heritage 

Protection Act adopted by the Republic of Korea‟s government in 1962. This law 

distinguished four categories for preservation: Important Tangible Cultural Properties, 

Important Intangible Cultural Properties, Folk Cultural Properties, and Monuments. The 

Korean system makes no distinction between folk and art (court, literati, and aristocratic art) 

intangible heritage.
39

 Also, this system has a division only into two groups of elements – 

performing arts elements and handicraft elements. Within these groups the items are divided 

into items related to the community or ones made by an individual.  

The procedures included submission of proposal for designation of an element. Then 

specialists in the topic conduct a fieldwork and prepare a designation report. The Cultural 

Heritage Committee of the Ministry of Culture considers this report and judges whether the 

proposed item has significant historical, academic, and artistic value, and whether it 

expresses local color. If the report approves these criteria, the Committee designates the item 

as an important item of cultural heritage. The item has a designated number and is attached to 

a certain region to highlight its regional character. In order to assure the transmission of the 

item, it evaluates the functional and artistic value of its original form, and recognizes the 

person who has best maintained these as Living Human Treasures.  

The Cultural Heritage Committee consist of 10 members and fifty technical members, all of 

them experts in their fields of heritage, who conduct all the work on research, study, 

designation, cancellation, promotion and enhancement of ICH. The committee has a complete 

autonomy. Even in this body there is a rule of inheritance – members of the committee have 

two year term on their position and their substituting member takes their place after their 

mandate. 
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UNESCO, 2002 Guidelines for Establishment of Living Human Treasures System 
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8.1.3 Ensuring the transmission 

Living Human Treasures is a title that became prestigious through this Act. In past, artists 

were looked upon with contempt; however, the cultural heritage system now gives these 

performers not only economic reward, but also prestige. Training for the transmission of an 

item of cultural heritage develops in three parts: beginners level which includes students who 

are talented performers chosen by a master to start learning, and they are selected for 

government scholarship; advanced level is reached by the students who attain high level of 

skill and assistant instructors who work with LHT and train beginners. All three levels 

receive financial compensation for their positions and skill. The educational programs include 

theory and practice. The program lasts for five years. Transmission training is treated equally 

as university education. 

The transmission centre was built particularly for education of this kind. And it is based on 

traditional architecture style with regional characteristics.  

In 2004, there were 109 items that have been selected as items of intangible cultural heritage 

and 213 persons who have been designated as Living Human Treasures. The system included 

302 assistant instructors “future holders”, 2.473 advanced trainees and 92 initiates or 

“primary students” receiving scholarships (Yim, 2004).  

The Living Human Treasures, both individuals and groups, give one public performance a 

year to maintain their skills and show proof that they are transmitting them. In addition to 

this, the government assists this transmission by constructing specific places within relevant 

regions for performances.
40
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 The system of safeguarding in Norway is also very good: it was set in 1986 with foundation of Norwegian 

crafts Institutehttp://www.maihaugen.no/en/Norsk-Handverksutvikling/Action-borne-knowledge/ whose 

methodology is based on “learning by doing” and includes communication with bearers of knowledge in other 

countries like Sweden, Poland, Chech Republic http://www.ichngoforum.org/concerns-of-diversity-2/ 

http://www.maihaugen.no/en/Norsk-Handverksutvikling/Action-borne-knowledge/
http://www.ichngoforum.org/concerns-of-diversity-2/
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8.1.4 The revision of the system 

Owing to the fact that the documentation and the system are functional for more than forty 

years, the problems that have accumulated were defined during 1990-ies. The system was 

revised in 1999, but these problems remained (Jongsung, 2004): 

- Extinction of original names of rituals – in the documentation, there is a general name 

for the element that is widely used eg. Nongak as farmers band music; but the holders 

have different names specific for their region like poongmul, durae, maegu or 

poongjang; the regional names are less used because of standardized name of the 

element which is considered as right; 

- standardization and fixation of art forms – e.g. shamanism is considered as a 

performance ones it was designated and it is losing its sacred tradition content, but is 

focused on beauty of performance; the term Kut is not recognised by holders and it 

means performing ritual so it is given as standard;  

- loss of function - the performance of Kut shamanism has lost its sacredness as it is not 

performed like a ritual but in any given time and space; 

- diminishing variety and loss of undesignated property – designated forms of rituals, 

e.g. shamanism Kut is transmitted and performed but the munseo type that is not 

designated is going to extinction as it is rural version and variety; actually the 

designated element got the original status and rural version did not and among the 

performs and researchers, there is a discussion on what is right or wrong. 

- holder discontent 

- administrative disorganization among designation on the central level and designation 

on the regional level 

- commercialization 

These problems or distortions of elements are caused directly by the Cultural Heritage 

Protection Act that was considered as good practice for long time. These actually reflect the 
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problem stated before - about bureaucratic hierarchy in safeguarding where heritage ought to 

be standardized and institutionalized. There is also question of varieties that are lost, but used 

to be specific for each region and a question of artificial transmission without context. As a 

main issue, there is a question of preservation of the element without its own context and 

selection of a variation to be safeguarded. 

8.1.5 Elements of the ICH of Korea inscribed on the Representative List 

The first elements of Korean ICH were inscribed on the list of Proclamation of 

Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. These elements were transferred 

to the Representative List in 2008. The total number of elements representing Korea on the 

Representative List is 16. The Korean system makes no distinction between folk and art 

(court, literati, and aristocratic art) intangible heritage so there are elements of royal history 

and a rural, traditional life: 

1. Royal ancestral ritual in the Jongmyo shrine and its music a Confucian ritual dedicated to 

the ancestors of the Joseon dynasty (14th to the 19th century) that encompasses song, 

dance and music,  

2. Pansori as a genre of musical storytelling performed by a vocalist and a drummer, 

3. Gangneung Danoje Festival, that includes shamanistic ritual,  

4. Yeongsanjae is a re-enactment of Buddha‟s delivery of the Lotus Sutra on the Vulture 

Peak in India,  

5. Namsadang Nori, literally the „all-male vagabond clown theatre‟, is a multifaceted folk 

performance, 

6. The Jeju Chilmeoridang Yeongdeunggut is a ritual held in the second lunar month to pray 

for calm seas, an abundant harvest and a plentiful sea catch, 

7. Ganggangsullae is a seasonal harvest and fertility ritual popular in the south-western part 

of the Republic of Korea, 

8. Cheoyongmu is a court dance today performed on stage but formerly used to dispel evil 

spirits and pray for tranquility at royal banquets or during exorcism rites on New Year‟s 

Eve to promote good fortune, 
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9. Gagok is a genre of traditional Korean vocal music sung by men and women to the 

accompaniment of a small orchestra, one of several forms of singing that together 

constitute jeongga, or „right song‟, 

10. Daemokjang refers to traditional Korean wooden architecture and specifically to the 

woodworkers who employ the traditional carpentry techniques, 

11. Weaving of Mosi in Hansan is transmitted by middle-aged women in the township 

located in South Chungcheong Province, Republic of Korea, 

12. Taekkyeon is a traditional Korean martial art that makes use of fluid, rhythmic dance-like 

movements to strike or trip up an opponent, 

13. Tightrope walking is a widespread form of entertainment that in most countries focuses 

purely on acrobatic skill, 

14. Arirang is a popular form of Korean folk song and the outcome of collective 

contributions made by ordinary Koreans throughout generations,  

15. Kimchi is the Korean name for preserved vegetables seasoned with spices and fermented 

seafood. It forms an essential part of Korean meals, transcending class and regional 

differences. 

16. Nongak is a popular performing art derived from communal rites and rustic 

entertainments. 
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9 MODELS OF SAFEGUARDIN G IN THE REGION  

There are three levels of activities of state parties in regard to 2003 Convention. The first one 

is ratification of the Convention, the second one is institutionalization or integration of the 

provisions of the conventions into national legislation and the third level is implementation of 

the legislation at national level with the participation of communities groups and 

nongovernmental organizations. It is recommended to states parties to adopt general policy 

aimed at promoting function of ICH and its integration into planning programs, designating 

one or more bodies for safeguarding of ICH, fostering scientific, technical and artistic studies 

and research methodologies with a view to effective safeguarding and adopting of appropriate 

legal, technical, administrative and financial measures.  

In terms of cultural policies and role of culture in the priorities of the state, situation in the 

Balkan countries has significantly changed after the 1990. These differences affected the way 

the policies were integrated into legislation and the implementation of the 2003 Convention. 

Republic of Bulgaria and Republic of Croatia both became members of the EU and the ICH 

safeguarding was part of general strategies in culture leading to establishment of national 

safeguarding systems. Republic of Croatia has the largest number of elements inscribed into 

the Representative List and Republic of Bulgaria has one of the first inventories of ICH 

established in Europe. Serbia has ratified the 2003 Convention in 2010 and made the new 

model of safeguarding through recommendations from the Operational directives. 

 

In all of the three countries from the region, the legislation on culture was changed in 2009 

and was supposed to introduce EU standards and improve the role of culture in society. In 

Bulgaria and Serbia, cultural heritage provided abundance of sources for re-construction of 

national identity but still remained peripheral in budgetary funding. In Croatia, potential of 

cultural heritage was used not only in internal cohesion aimed at strengthening the identity, 

but was widely promoted to enhance visibility of Croatia and its cultural heritage. It was 

important for the process of EU integration but also supportive to strategic development of 
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tourism and particularly, cultural tourism. As development of tourism was one of priorities, 

cultural tourism development was elaborated for the contribution to this goal.  

 

On the level of integration into national legislation, the processes are different. Republic of 

Croatia integrated the ICH safeguarding into existing system of cultural heritage protection 

and founded new bodies responsible for administration of the elements and coordination of 

activities in the Ministry of culture. Republic of Bulgaria designated the Institute of Folklore 

of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences for the implementation of the 2003 Convention and 

made separate inventory and customised catalogue of elements of ICH. While in Serbia, as 

the Law on cultural heritage assets has not been changed since 1994, ICH remained out of the 

terminology of the national laws until August 2015 when the proposals for changes in the 

Law on Culture were adopted by the Government. Safeguarding of ICH still remains under 

the Law on ratification of the Convention for Safeguarding of ICH and Rulebooks adopted by 

the Ministry of Culture.  

However, the process in each of the countries was affected or slowed down by common 

characteristics: political and financial uncertainty, frequent changes of governments, and use 

of heritage as a source of national identity construction. 

 

9.1 The model of safeguarding in Bulgaria 

In 1993, when Bulgaria became candidate for EU, the state administration became oriented 

towards new values and “started its pro-active participation in the work of the key 

intergovernmental institutions” (B.Tomova, 2012). And for that reason, the work on 

safeguarding of intangible heritage obtained additional valorization and state support.  

The Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Bulgaria designated the Institute of Folklore of the 

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences to start the project of implementation of safeguarding and 

inventorying of ICH in 2001 (Santova, 2002). The process of implementation was strongly 

directed from the Institute of Folklore in the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and relied on 

existing network of “chitalishta”, cultural centres that enabled continuity of cultural life all 
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over the country.
41

 These centres facilitated access to all regions of Bulgaria in search of 

elements and groups of elements specific for this regions. After the survey, the territory was 

divided into 28 regions bearing specific cultural traits. Elements of ICH that were identified 

and recorded were attached to each of the regions and some of them were recognized as 

national treasury. The work of safeguarding will be continued within Bulgarian National 

Strategy for Cultural Development (2010-2020). 

 

9.1.1 Institute for folklore within Bulgarian Academy of Science 

Bulgarian national registry for intangible cultural heritage was created by the Institute for 

folklore within Bulgarian Academy of Science in 2002. The institute was entitled by the 

Ministry of Culture to coordinate and organise such task so it received all necessary  support 

and the structure of institutions under its governance and along with network of NGO`s. The 

Institute was already implementing UNESCO Recommendation from 1989 related to folklore 

and traditional culture. The team of experts from the institute initiated national and 

international conferences and seminars to share the experience of various countries in 

harmonization of ICH with existing practices (Santova, 2011). 

 

In the very beginning, after the survey in the field, experts agreed to create a map of current 

situation in the cultural heritage sector. The questionnaire was prepared in order to map 

specific regional circles with similar elements of ICH. Sociologists helped with structuring 

the questions and the network of “chitalishta” helped with reaching the widest audiences 

(communities and groups). Ministry of Culture has organized national seminars to gather 

participants and elaborate the purpose of these instruments. After the survey was completed 

and results processed, the final version of the register was presented in 2002.  
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 The “chitalishta” network was part of earlier state beaurocratic infrastructure, but adapted to the new context 

after the 1989 and continued to be cultural or communal centres. Majority of these centres became NGO`s and 

they are partly financed by the state  (B.Tomova, 2012, M.Dragićević Šešić, 2013). 
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Synergy of the three types of institutions (administrative, research and NGO) enabled 

inclusion of subjects on various levels of policies: state, experts, carriers and creators of ICH 

and NGO`s. This shared work ensured the division of responsibilities for certain parts of 

procedures in safeguarding of ICH. The participative concept of safeguarding was also 

reached in this way. The NGO involved in the survey – have always had very harmonised 

relation with creators of ICH: communities, groups and individuals. These NGO were made 

out of former “chitalishta”  venues or cultural centres that have a long history in Bulgarian 

society (B.Tomova, 2012). 

 

9.1.2 Registry of the ICH as the main safeguarding instrument 

 After the adoption of the Convention in 2003, when the importance of registers or 

inventories was emphasized in the text of the Convention, it appeared that the first register in 

Europe and one of the first in the world was Bulgarian register.
42

 

 

The Registry followed the fields of ICH but regrouped them for the purposes of classification 

of heritage of Bulgaria (Santova, 2011).  

Then the register was developed on two levels: the national level and regional level. The 

territory of the state was divided into 28 regions with similar characteristics. The next level of 

organisation included the character of the element whether it is collective or individual and 

whether it is ritual or non-ritual activity or skill. Rituals are associated with larger community 

and they are put on the first place on the list.  

 

Content of the register is based on elements of intangible cultural heritage, and the 

designation of carriers of activities comes in later phase of the process. As it was said before, 

the register is oriented towards elements of ICH according to the set of criteria for inscription 

as follows:  

- authenticity - meaning that the element should not be performed as a specialized art or 

profession,  
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- representation – the element should represent main traits of a community or culture 

and have value for the identity of the group, 

- vitality – meaning that the element is vital, practiced, and transmitted to next 

generation, 

- antiquity – as a criteria means that there is a minimum of 50 years of existence. 

 

Under condition that these criteria are met, the elements are registered under one of the six 

categories: 

- Traditional Rites and Feasts, 

- Traditional Singing and Music Playing, 

- Traditional Dancing and Children Games, 

- Traditional Narration, 

- Traditional Crafts and Traditional Production of Home-made Objects or Products, 

- Traditional Medicine. 

 

Experts decided to separate registry from archive- the archive stores the data and recordings 

of original performances in the particular village and performers. The register has a role of 

connecting the element of the ICH to certain community and territory and the value of the 

element for them.  

National registry of intangible heritage is instrument that enables safeguarding and ensures 

conditions for transmission of elements of ICH. Development of register initiated creation of 

instrument of financing of safeguarding and the national fund for ICH was established 

(Santova, 2011). 

 

9.1.3 The Lists of ICH in Bulgaria 

Content of the register of ICH is based on elements of intangible cultural heritage, not on 

carriers of activities as was recommended by Living Human Treasures system of protection. 

`Living Human Treasures - Bulgaria. List of Activities` is composed of activities that have 

been identified as important and significant for ICH of Bulgaria. Another list `Living Human 

Treasures – Bulgaria` has a basic division between national and regional importance of the 
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element. The national list contains all the activities that are considered as the most 

representative for Bulgaria while regional list has elements typical and representative for the 

region.  

Until today, Bulgaria has inscribed three elements into the Representative List of intangible 

heritage: Neistinarstvo – messages from the past, Bistritsa Babi, archaic polyphony, dances 

and rituals and tradition of carpet making in Chiprovtsi.  

 

9.1.4 Living Human Treasures title 

After the UNESCO recommended this system to member States, Bulgaria included it into 

national system and selects the nominations for individuals who poses knowledge and skill. 

Candidacies can be submitted only for the element that is already inscribed into the register 

of intangible cultural heritage. After the selection, the Ministry of Culture entitles persons or 

groups as Living Human Treasures and provides them with financial support to continue 

practicing their knowledge or skill and transmit them to next generation of practitioners. 

 

However, the LHT in Bulgaria differs from Korean system as it safeguards living heritage 

and its transmission. While in Korea, in majority of cases, the elements were recreated after 

they almost disappeared and their context has changed. On the other hand, for the both of the 

countries, the reconstruction of the pattern of traditional culture is considered essential for the 

formation of the set of elements that help reconstruction of national identity. 

 

9.1.5 Challenges to the safeguarding 

Several challenges were identified since the establishment of the safeguarding system in 

Bulgaria. First of all, there are instruments of preservation of ICH, but the cultural milieu is 

constantly changing and has a prevailing influence over the processes in social life. One of 

basic divisions based on gender is less and less important and the roles in society become 

more neutralized. This used to be the fundamental for the traditional life but is slowly 

diffusing,  feminine and masculine worlds and roles within a community are vanishing along 

with related taboos. Furthermore, the elements that are preserved are only fragments of 
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traditional culture. They now belong to folklore and cannot revive the whole picture of what 

is considered as traditional life. It should not minimize their value but it is expected that they 

will contribute to reconstruction of the idea of traditional living. (Santova M. 2002). 

9.1.6 Regional Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage 

Regional Centre in Sofia was established in 2012 under the auspices of UNESCO and 

supported by the Ministry of Culture of Bulgaria. It is not part of national network, but it was 

founded as a regional centre of the second category to promote 2003 Convention on ICH and 

contribute to its implementation in the SE Europe. Other tasks include improvement of 

capacities of the countries of the SE Europe, support to regional and international 

cooperation, promotion of research in this field, education, support to networking of relevant 

institutions and exchange of good practices. This centre organizes training programs on the 

regional level monitored by the UNESCO office in Venice, annual seminars and regional 

conferences for the region of South-East Europe - in Bulgaria in 2007, in Turkey in 2008, in 

Croatia in 2008 and in Serbia in 2010.
43

 

 

9.2 The model of safeguarding in Croatia 

Intangible cultural heritage, as a category of cultural heritage, was included in the Law on 

protection and safeguarding of cultural heritage in Croatia in 1999. The Commission for ICH 

was established in the Ministry of Culture of Croatia in 2002, after the initiative of the 

National Commission for UNESCO. This department became part of the Directorate for 

protection of cultural heritage and started with inscription of elements in the national list 

immediately. The team in the department was composed of ethnologists and external 

associates from museums, institutes, faculties (Ivić, 2011). 

In 2005 the UNESCO Convention for ICH was ratified and the Ministry of culture was 

designated as a central body for its implementation. All the activities are centralized in the 
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The Centre for ICH of Serbia regularly participates in the meetings of the General assembly of the Regional 

Centre for ICH of the SE Europe in Sofia. One of the regional coordinators from Serbia, Ms Miroslava Lukic 

Krstanovic – Senior Scientific Associate of  the Institute of Ethnography SASA, is a member of the Executive 

Board of the Regional Centre.   
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Ministry of Culture and its Directorate for protection of cultural heritage and supported by 

external associates professionals and researchers. It has initiated development of the system 

for protection that starts with submission of proposals to the Commission, documentation and 

safeguarding based solely on the criteria in Operational directives of Intergovernmental 

committee. 

What is predominant trait in Croatia, is that promotion of the state and particularly in the 

process of the accession to EU, is marked through promotion of Croatia as a tourist 

destination. The state wished to position itself as a country with a prominent tourism identity 

for the access to the EU (Demonja, 2013). In 2008 already, Croatia started to promote the 

ICH in this context. The theme of annual selection of the city of Croatia to be nominee for 

European Excellence Destination was “Tourism and local ICH”. The public voted for 

Djurdjevac, city which is famous for its festival of food and traditional crafts. The city was 

then presented in the European Tourist Forum in France. 
44

Convention does not recognize 

performances, rituals, festive events for tourism purposes as ICH, as it separates the element 

from people`s identity or emotions. Many countries find ICH very interesting for tourism and 

think that if it is well managed and sustainable, ICH will not be at risk. (Blake, 2013). As 

heritage is included in strategy for development of tourism, Croatia have adopted Strategy for 

safeguarding, protecting and the sustainable commercial use of the cultural heritage of 

Croatia  2011-2015. 

9.2.1 The commission for Intangible Cultural Heritage and national network 

The task of the Commission is to propose measures of protection, safeguarding and 

promotion of ICH, consideration and preparation of proposals for inscription into the register 

of protected cultural assets of the Republic of Croatia, prescription and monitoring of 

measures of protection for elements of ICH that are registered  and selection and preparation  
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 Ministry of tourism of the Republic of Croatia, European destiantions of excellence 

http://www.mint.hr/default.aspx?id=5792 
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of proposals of ICH for UNESCO lists. The commission proposes plans and proposals for the 

inscription directly to the Minister of Culture.
45

 

The department for ICH was established in the Directorate for the protection of cultural 

heritage and its purpose is to create support to the work of professionals. The tasks of the 

Department are purely administrative and practical:  

- All the tasks related to records and documenting of ICH 

creation of proposals for programs and priorities in the protection of ICH, 

- Creation of methodological basis, standards, criteria and directions in protection of 

ICH, 

- Preparation of proposals for inscription of ICH into Register of cultural assets of the 

Republic of Croatia, 

- Preparation of material and  realization of decisions of the Commission for ICH 

- Participation in creation of  documentation of conservation  

- Participation on creation of the inventory of cultural heritage 

- Implementation of the UNESCO Convention of Intangible Cultural Heritage 

- International cooperation 

The department also prepares the proposals for the UNESCO list and forwards them to the 

National Commission of UNESCO. 

9.2.2 List of ICH 

There is a list of preventive protection for the elements of ICH and List of protected elements 

of ICH which counts 139 elements.
46

 Both of the lists are published on the site of the 
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 Povjerenstvo za nematerijalnu kulturnu baštinu, Ministarstvo kulture Republike Hrvatske (Department for 

intangible heritage of Croatia, Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia)http://www.min-

kulture.hr/default.aspx?id=3641 

46
Lista zaštićenih nematerijalnih kulturnih dobara, Ministarstvo kulture Republike Hrvatske (List of protected 

intangible culttural assets, Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia) 

 http://www.min-kulture.hr/default.aspx?id=3650 

http://www.min-kulture.hr/default.aspx?id=3641
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Ministry of Culture for promotion of ICH
47

. But there is only one inventory for all categories 

of cultural heritage and it is the Register of cultural assets of the Republic of Croatia. The 

elements of ICH are designated by the Ministry of Culture on the proposal of the 

Commission for ICH. Proposals are, prepared by the Department for ICH in the Ministry of 

Culture. 

There is great interest of the Ministry of Culture in inscription of elements into the UNESCO 

Lists of ICH. Croatia inscribed 12 elements to the Representative list, one element to the List 

of ICH in need of urgent safeguarding and one element as multipart proposal. 

Only in 2009, seven elements were inscribed into the Representative List on the meeting of 

Intergovernmental Committee: Two-part Singing and Playing in the Istrian Scale, Festivity of 

St. Blaise, patron saint of Dubrovnik, Traditional manufacturing of Children‟s Wooden Toys 

in Hrvatsko Zagorje, Spring procession of Ljelje/Kraljice from Gorjani, Procession Za križen 

(Following the cross) on the island of Hvar, Annual Carnival Bel Ringers‟ Pangeant from the 

Castav area and Lacemaking in Croatia. In 2010,  two elements were inscribed Sinjska alka – 

The knights tournament in Sinj, and Gingerbread craft from Northern Croatia and one 

element was inscribed into the List of ICH in need of urgent safeguarding – Ojkanje singing.  

Bećarac Singing and playing from Western Croatia and Nijemo kolo, silent circle dance from 

Dalmatian hinterland and Klapa multipart singing from Dalmatia were prepared and 

inscribed in the following years.  

Croatia is one of the countries that have proposed Mediteranean diet as an element, beside 

Spain, Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Morocco and Portugal. In 2013, Mediateranean diet was 

inscribed into the list as a multipart proposal.  

9.2.3 Call for implementation of safeguarding measures 

The Call for implementation of safeguarding measures as a financial instrument is focused 

strictly on elements inscribed into the Register of Cultural Assets of  the Republic of Croatia 
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and only for the safeguarding or research measures. Organisation of festivals, or publication 

of text, or any type of commercialisation is not eligible. Therefore, the Government approves 

funds for transmission of cultural asset in its authentic context, promotion of the cultural asset 

and its inclusion in planning programs, ensuring of sustainability through education, 

identification, documenting and research, revitalisation of abandoned segments of the asset, 

support to communities in performance and transmission of the asset, all kinds of formal and 

non-formal education and sensibilisation of the public for the issues of ICH so to avoid 

disappearance, destruction or commercialisation and support to tolerance for cultural 

diversity in the society.
48

 

The call for financing of projects was established in Serbia also, but it is not focused on the 

safeguarding of inscribed elements. It is rather general and the criteria are set widely. It 

differs from Croatian model as it is not so focused and controlled by the state. 
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10  NATIONAL LEVEL OF SAFEGUARDING POLICIES IN SERBIA  

In Serbia, the ratification of the Convention was initiated by the Department for Cultural 

Heritage in the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Serbia. The Law on the Ratification of 

the Convention for Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage (the Law on Ratification) 

was adopted in 2010. The Ministry of Culture adopted two Rulebooks in 2012 with 

procedures related to the work of National Commission for intangible heritage of the 

Republic of Serbia, national network of safeguarding and inscription of elements of ICH into 

the National Registry. At the same time, safeguarding of intangible heritage was included as 

category for projects on the call for projects in cultural heritage protection so the financial 

instrument was established.  

National network for safeguarding consists of the National Committee for intangible heritage, 

Nationa Commission for inscription into the National Registry, Centre for intangible heritage 

and network of regional coordinators These bodies and instruments within the National 

network will be described and analysed in this chapter along with the procedures required by 

the rulebooks. Majority of activities were related to inscription of elements into the National 

Registry and slava, as a celebration of a family patron saint, will be presented to describe 

procedures related to inscription in the National Registry, and then proposed to the Intangible 

Cultural Heritage Section of UNESCO to be prepared for the consideration of the 

Intergovernmental Committee. Slava is the first Serbian element inscribed on the 

Representative List. As this element went through procedures and become the first Serbian 

element to be inscribed on the Representative List, it is the good example of procedures. The 

work of the Open Air museum „Old village” in Sirogojno was presented to accompany the 

analysis of the network of regional coordinators. One of the regional coordinators is 

anthropologist and coordinates the projects in the museum in domains of social practices, 

rituals and traditional crafts. The museum is a household of original buildings brought from 

all over region. In the primary drafts of the National network for safeguarding, the museum 

was foreseen as Educational and Development Centre of the network (Ţivković, 2011). 
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Though it is not part of the network formally, its extensive activities support the 

implementation of the 2003 Convention greatly.  

After the analysis of the network, the SWOT analysis will be presented in the following 

chapter with recommendation for improved functioning of the network. 

 

The ratification happened during period of turbulence due to economic crisis (M.Dragićević 

Šešić, 2013) and gained recognition during the new “patriotic” phase after 2012. However, 

the Law on Cultural Properties
49

 of the Republic of Serbia was adopted in 1994 and was not 

changed ever since. The Law differentiates material cultural properties as: immovable 

(cultural monuments, spatial, cultural, historical complexes, archaeological sites, memorials) 

and movable (artistic/historical assets, archival records, film, records, old and rare books). 

Intangible heritage is not recognized as a category of cultural heritage. In general, the 

adoption of the Law on Cultural Properties was the last time of revision of issues in heritage 

protection in Serbia. The Law on Ratification remains referential for the issues related to 

ICH, as a means of implementation of international norms. This law also provided basis for 

drafting and adoption of documents on roles and responsibilities of the National network for 

the safeguarding of ICH. The situation with the National Registry of ICH is the same – it is 

not included in Serbian legislation, but only in the Law on ratification. Other inventories of 

cultural heritage are recognized in Law on Cultural Properties - the National Museum in 

Belgrade keeps records of movable objects and the Republic Institute for Protection of 

Monuments of Culture if it is immovable cultural heritage. There was the initiative to found 
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Zakon o kulturnim dobrima, Sluţbeni glasnik RS, br. 71/94 (Law on cultural assets, Official Gazette of the 

Republic of Serbia, 71/94). https://www.nb.rs/view_file.php?file_id=286; the draft proposal for the new Law 

was submitted to the procedure in the Parliament but was withdrawn - major remarks of public included 

inconsistency with the standards of the Council of Europe and lack of public discussion about the draft (Djukić 

Dojčinović, 2003) 
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one, integrative system of protection of heritage through the establishment of the Central 

Institute for Conservation but it was not followed by appropriate legislation.
50

 

 

 

 

Beside the Law on Cultural Properties, ICH is not recognized as a category in other laws. 

Law on Culture was adopted in 2009
51

 and introduced changes that should have brought 

towards clearer cultural policy in Serbia
52

. The new instruments and bodies introduced by 

that document are National Council for Culture, status of institutions of national significance 

supposed to introduce priorities in financing of institutions, national recognition of 

individuals with outstanding significance for culture and public calls for projects in culture as 

a financial instrument. Adoption of this law provided the basis to introduce divisions of the 

field of culture into the sub fields that will be organised by separate laws. However, only few 

fields were organised through adoption of laws. These laws were for the following fields: 

legacies and foundations, librarian-informational activities, old and rare books, and law of 

obligatory number of publications. However, other fields, including cultural heritage, 

remained out of working on draft proposals and adoptions.  

In order to improve situation in cultural heritage legislation, the Ministry of Culture and the 

Faculty of Law of the University of Belgrade signed Memorandum of Understanding for 

development of a draft new Law on Cultural Heritage that will include ICH safeguarding. 
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 Studija izvodljivosti za Centralni institut za konzervaciju u Beogradu, (2007). Cooperazione Italiana allo 

Sviluppo, Ministero degli Affari Esteri, Ministarstvo kulture Republike Srbije, Beograd. 

51
Zakon o kulturi, Sluţbeni glasnik RS, br 72/09 (Law on culture, Official Gazette, no. 72/09). 

http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/dokumenti/propisi-iz-oblasti-kulture/zakon_o_kulturi 
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 According to the Law on Achieving of Public Interest in Culture, (Official Gazette, no. 49/92) required 

establishment of the counselling body to the Ministry of  Culture that would make a draft of an explicit 

document of strategic planning in culture (Djukić Dojčinović, 2003)  
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(Blake, 2013). In spite of the need for the draft of new law, the memorandum was not 

realized. The priority was given to changes of Law on Culture discussed in 2014.  

ICH is recognized in the latest Draft Law on Amendments of the Law on Culture,
53

 adopted 

on 6 August 2015 by the Government of the Republic of Serbia.  It was mentioned as a field 

of cultural heritage in the part about associations in culture, but categories of heritage were 

left to the organisation within future law in that field.  

 

10.1 Legal framework for Safeguarding of ICH in Serbia 

The set of four documents was adopted to establish bodies in the safeguarding of Intangible 

heritage in RS and define their roles. The first document was the Law on Ratification of the 

Convention of the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural heritage.
54

 It was the first step in 

implementation of ICHC in Serbia. The documents that followed are Rulebook of work of the 

National Committee for intangible cultural heritage of the Republic of Serbia
55

 and Rulebook 

of inscription into National inventory of intangible cultural heritage of Serbia.
56

 These 

documents defined national network, its bodies but also task and responsibilities of the Centre 

for safeguarding and instructions on procedures for inscriptions.  
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Predlog zakona o izmenama i dopunama zakona o kulturi (Draft Law on Amendments of the Law on 

Culture),http://www.parlament.gov.rs/upload/archive/files/lat/pdf/predlozi_zakona/2009-15%20-%20lat.pdf 

54
 Zakon o potvrdjivanju Konvencije o očuvanju nematerijalnog kulturnog nasledja, Sluţbeni glasnik RS -

medjunarodni ugovori, br. 1/2010,  (Law on Ratification of the Convention of the Safeguarding of Intangible 

Cultural Heritage,  Official Gazette RS –International Contracts, no. 1/2010) http://nkns.rs/wp-

content/uploads/2013/01/konvencija.pdf2010,http://www.kultura.gov.rs/docs/stranice/82128418889499865927/

11.%20Konvencija%20o%20ocuvanju%20nematerijalnog%20kulturnog%20nasledja%20(Pariz%202003).pdf 

55
Rulebook of work of the national committee for Intangible cultural heritage of the Republic of Serbia 

(Pravilnik o Radu nacionalnog komiteta za nematerijlano kultuno nasledje Republike Srbije), http://nkns.rs/wp-

content/uploads/2013/02/pravilnik-o-radu-nacionalnog_komiteta.pdf 

56
  Rulebook of inscription into National inventory of intangible cultural heritage of Serbia (Pravilnik o upisu u 

nacionalni registar nematerijalnog kulturnog nasledja Republike Srbije) http://nkns.rs/wp-

content/uploads/2013/02/pravilnik-o-upisu-u-registar.pdf 

http://www.parlament.gov.rs/upload/archive/files/lat/pdf/predlozi_zakona/2009-15%20-%20lat.pdf
http://nkns.rs/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/konvencija.pdf
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Firstly, they were adopted by the National Committee for Intangible cultural heritage in 2012 

and later approved by the Ministry of Culture. The fourth document used in shaping of the 

model of safeguarding of intangible heritage is normative document Operational Directives 

for the implementation of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Heritage, 

adopted by the General Assembly in June 2008 and amended and revised in 2010, 2012 and 

2014.
57

 Directives indicate the procedures for states members to follow for inscribing 

intangible heritage on the lists of the Convention, the provision of international financial 

assistance, the accreditation of non-governmental organizations to act in an advisory capacity 

to the Committee or the involvement of communities in implementing the Convention. 

10.2 The National Network and Distribution of Roles 

National network for Safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage was formally established 

through Rulebook on work of the National Committee for Safeguarding of ICH. The network 

is composed of: 

-the National Committee for Intangible Cultural Heritage (in the Ministry of Culture and 

Information - in charge of policy and strategy, harmonising national legislation, supervising 

implementation, etc.),  

- the National Centre for Intangible Heritage (as implementing body), 

- the National Commission for the inscription in the National Registry, 

- network of seven Regional Coordinators for Intangible Heritage (with task to sensitize local 

communities,  act as mediators between the center and local communities and associations; 

and receive/forward nominations from communities for inscriptions on the National ICH 

Registry). The model of the safeguarding is presented on the graph in the Figure 2, chapter 

8.5. 
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Operational Directives for the implementation of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 

Heritage http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/en/directives 
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10.3 The National Committee for the Intangible Cultural Heritage 

The National Committee for the Intangible Cultural Heritage, as a body of the Ministry of 

Culture, responsible for the safeguarding of ICH and implementation of the Convention for 

the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, has been established on the decision of 

the Minister of Culture issued on March 7, 2011. The National Committee, as stated in the 

Rulebook, article 6 has the following responsibilities: 

 adopts and prepares a strategy for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage 

of the Republic of Serbia,  

 adopts annual plan and program of research and planned publications, conferences, 

seminars, educative workshops and cooperation with other national, regional and 

other organizations in the field of safeguarding of ICH
58

; 

 considers and adopts criteria, methodology and the form of proposals for inscription 

in the National Registry of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, 

 considers and adopts measures for protection and safeguarding of the ICH in the 

national inventory, 

 adopts proposals for inscription of the elements into national inventory, 

 adopts and monitors the national system for implementation of the program Living 

Human Treasures, 

 adopts and proposes nominations from Serbia to the UNESCO Representative list and 

List for urgent safeguarding, 

 monitors implementation of the UNESCO Convention on safeguarding of intangible 

cultural heritage, 

 makes annual report on implementation of the Convention for the UNESCO 

Committee for intangible heritage. 

 participates in harmonizing national legislation aiming at inclusion of the intangible 

cultural heritage. 
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The national network is coordinated by the National Committee, as a body of the Ministry of 

Culture and Information. All the tasks foreseen in the Rulebook that designate responsibilities 

are actually strategic ones. Among these, the numerous tasks are listed to name all the 

possible responsibilities but in practice, many of them are not implemented, e.g. Living 

Human Treasures or participation in harmonizing national legislation aiming at inclusion of 

the intangible cultural heritage were not applied in practice. Living Human Treasures 

required fixed obligation of the state towards the individuals or associations who are carriers 

of the element – it was not possible to implement due to obligation of regular funding.
59

 

Harmonization of national legislation was foreseen as necessary task for the Committee, but 

the Ministry of Culture decided to work on amendments of the Law of Culture as a priority. 

After almost three years of functioning, the Committee has revised the rulebooks. In the 

meantime, some procedures are changed due to the decision of the Ministry – the 

responsibility for designation of the members of the Commission to the interim director of the 

Ethnographic museum and the Commission was moved from the Ministry to the museum. 

10.4 The Commission for Inscription of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 

The Commission for Inscription of the Intangible Cultural Heritage is designated by the 

Ministry of Culture and has a responsibility to: 

 evaluate and prepare proposals for inscription in the National Registry of the 

Intangible Cultural Heritage and forwards them to the National Committee for the 

Intangible Cultural Heritage for adoption,  

 initiate activities of regional coordinators in the field of the conservation and 

protection of the intangible cultural heritage, 

 proposes and coordinates national programs, projects, and activities in the field of the 

conservation and protection of the intangible cultural heritage, 

 prepares proposals for inscription of the intangible cultural heritage elements of the 

Republic of Serbia on the UNESCO Representative List and on the List of Intangible 

Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding 
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 should coordinate and establish of a national system for the implementation of the 

Living Heritage Guardians Program under the auspices of UNESCO (it is not yet 

established)  

The Commission members were designated in 2012 by the decision of the Ministry of 

Culture and Information of the RS. After two years of work that was mainly focused on 

evaluation of proposals for the inscription in the National Register and to the National 

Committee, the commission is abolished in 2014. In the meantime, the responsibility of 

nomination of members is transferred from the Ministry of Culture to the Ethnographic 

museum in Belgrade. The new commission was appointed by the interim director of the 

Ethnographic museum and will meet in the Ethnographic museum. 

10.5 The Center for the Intangible Cultural Heritage 

The tasks of the Centre are much diversified and range from communication with local 

coordinators, preparation of proposals, documenting the elements of ICH towards programs 

of promotion and organization of conferences and updating the website. As the Centre for 

ICH in the Ethnographic museum was providing a platform for mediation between all the 

institutions in the network and also supporting administratively the work of other bodies, the 

majority of activities became related to the museum. These changes will reflect in the 

proposals to improve the functioning of the network. Centre is the only permanent body of 

the network and one of the strengths of the network owing to the fact that supports and 

mediates the work of all of other bodies.  

Its activities are listed in accordance with the text of the Convention and relate to: 

- collecting of proposals for inscription in the National Registry of the Intangible 

Cultural Heritage - performs basic selection and the expert processing of nominations 

for the intangible cultural heritage elements, and handles nomination forms to the 

Commission; 

- keeping documentation of the National Registry, as well as the complete 

documentation related to the intangible cultural heritage in electronic, paper, video, 

and audio formats; While it is legitimate for countries to establish these types of 

inventories, if they are needed, it has to be pointed out that the Convention‟s emphasis 
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is on living heritage that is transmitted from generation to generation, and that neither 

authenticity nor outstanding value are criteria used by the Convention.  

 processing and keeping records of the intangible cultural heritage of the Republic of 

Serbia nominations for the UNESCO Representative List and the List of Intangible 

Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding; 

 preservation of ICH - proposes, encourages and monitors the implementation of 

measures aimed at protecting and preserving the registered intangible cultural 

heritage; 

 presentation of elements of the intangible cultural heritage publication and 

presentation of research results in the field of the safeguarding of the intangible 

cultural heritage;  

 initiation of activities of regional coordinators in the field of the conservation and 

protection of the intangible cultural heritage; 

 coordination of activities on the establishment of cooperation between communities, 

groups, individuals, experts, professional centers, and research institutes; 

 organization of professional conferences and education in the field of the conservation 

and protection of the intangible cultural heritage, and cooperates with regional 

coordinators, scientific and cultural institutions, non-governmental organizations, and 

local communities;  

 with regional coordinators takes necessary measures to inform communities, groups, 

and individuals of the importance and value of their intangible cultural heritage, as 

well as the value and goals of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 

Cultural Heritage; 

 

The centre is active in all these fields.  

Currently, the largest projects are organization of conference within European heritage days 

in 2015 in Serbia and project of digitalization of the National Registry. 

As a part of European Heritage Days, Centre for ICH, together with Society of conservators 

of Serbia, will organize conference in the Ethnographic museum in Belgrade. The conference 
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Techniques and technologies throughout time will be held on 25 and 26 September 2015. The 

meeting is dedicated to old crafts, their research, promotion and preservation. The first day 

will be dedicated to consideration of issues of safeguarding and measures for improvement of 

the system of National network. The second day will be dedicated to conservation, 

safeguarding and technology of the crafts.  

Another important project of the Centre is related to digitization of the National Registry of 

ICH and implementation of latest information and communication technologies in 

safeguarding and promotion of ICH that was awarded with grant from UNESCO, within the 

Participation Program 2014-2015. The realization of this biannual project is about to start. 
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10.6 The Network of regional coordinators of Serbia 

The network of regional coordinators, in charge of Vojvodina, Belgrade, Central Serbia, 

Western Serbia, Eastern Serbia, Southern Serbia, and Kosovo and Metohija
60

, carries out 

activities aimed at locating and identifying elements of the intangible cultural heritage in their 

regions and establishes cooperation between communities, groups, individuals, experts, 

professional centers, and research institutes in order to collect, document, archive, and 

preserve heritage data. In collaboration with the Centre for the Intangible Cultural Heritage, 

coordinators take necessary measures to inform the communities, groups, and individuals of 

the importance and value of their intangible cultural heritage, as well as the importance and 

value of the Convention. Coordinators collect, prepare the form and supporting documents  

and forward the proposals to the Commission for Inscription in the National Registry of the 

Intangible Cultural Heritage.  

Coordinators are mainly ethnologists employed in museums, or researchers from the faculty 

or research  institutes. In this aim, the museums provide basis for the activities of regional 

coordinators. In particular, the Open-air museum “Old village” Sirogojno has developed 

numerous programs related to ICH. The programs include safeguarding of crafts and social 

practices of the Uzice region, in the setting of the original household buildings moved to the 

property of museum. One of the regional coordinators is working in the Open-air museum 

“Old village”. In the first draft of the model for safeguarding in Serbia, Sirogojno was 

planned as the Developmental and Educational Centre (Ţivković, 2011) but in the end the 

proposal did not remain in the rulebooks and does not belong to the national network. The 

first regional seminar on the implementation of the Convention was held at the open-air 

museum “Staro Selo” in Sirogojno as early as October 2010 with Croatian and Bulgarian 

representatives that shared experience from their earlier practice of safeguarding. 
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Regions are according to decree on Regulation on nomenclature of statistical territorial units (Uredba o 

nomenklaturi statistickih teritorijalnih jedinica), Official Gazette, no. 109/2009 and 46/2010 
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10.6.1 Safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage in “Old village” Sirogojno 

However, in terms of safeguarding of ICH and the systematic work on research, promotion 

and transmission of the elements, the Open-air museum “Old village” Sirogojno is unique 

institution in Serbia. It developed from the knitters association founded in 1963 to improve 

position of women in Uzice region and produce designed clothes. The association was 

founded as a branch of Agricultural cooperative and included production at home. 

Association and cooperative have been rooted in the living of the peasants of the region
61

 and 

involved very contemporary ideas about maintaining local production. 

The museum was founded later, on the initiative of knitter association gathering. At first, 

collection included houses and household buildings moved from the region to compose a 

household of the first half of 20
th

 century. Then, the interiors of buildings are made to revive 

way of life and bring the atmosphere of the peasant life closer to the visitor. There is an inn 

that prepares local dishes and serves local drinks. Recently, museum has built facilities for 

accommodation of visitors, workshops, and new depot. 

After years of working in the field, and reconsideration of the role of the museum, Sirogojno 

started programs about living practices related to objects held in the collection. It was 

intended to change museum experience and include all the possibilities to use all the objects 

and houses to enrich visitor`s experience and promote museum as a meeting place. In terms 

of preservation of old crafts, as one of fundamental role of open air museums, the museum 

has been working in the field since 1992. Based on this research, in 2011 the work was 

intensified with aim to identify crafts in the region, evaluate condition and prepare 

nomination for the National Register of ICH. The role of regional coordinator with such task, 

contributed greatly to improvement of activities of the museum and at the same time gave 

recognition to crafts and craftsmen of the region (Tomić-Joković, 2013). The results were 

applied in the museum for the benefit of programs, craftsmen and community through 

strengthening the links in the context of ICH. The permanent exhibition of the Museum 

includes three craft workshops: pottery, coppersmith‟s and blacksmith‟s. “Beside displayed 

tools and craft products, quite significant is the narrative of craftsmen, artisans who were the 
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 Knitters, http://www.sirogojno.rs/en/knitters 
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owners of these workshops, as well as their engagement in practical presentations of 

traditional craft skills.” (Tomić-Joković, 2013) 

The programs included fair of old crafts, festival of traditional music, festival of ethnological 

and anthropological film but also reconstruction of religious and folk holidays and customs 

related to events of a life cycle from the Uzice region.
62

 

The first regional seminar on the implementation of the 2003 Convention in Serbia was held 

at the Open-air museum “Old village” in Sirogojno in October 2010. Next year, in 2011, 

“Staro Selo” organized the first of annual fairs of old crafts and professions. The goal of the 

program was to contribute to the safeguarding and sustainability of traditional crafts, through 

their presentation as a vital part of the intangible cultural heritage, but also a potential for the 

sustainable development of the region. The Fair of old crafts contributes to the popularization 

and promotion of the intangible cultural heritage by presenting the skill, knowledge and 

processes along with the products. The number of crafts became larger and so far it is 

carpentry, knitting, pottery making, blacksmithing, dressmaking, basket-making, leceder 

making, flask making, embroidery, sewing of national costumes, weaving, and preparation of 

traditional meals.  

The tendency of the Museum activities is to preserve the crafts production from disappearing 

and excessive commercialization, to preserve forms and structures of handicrafts in the local 

community that needs to be developed through this activity, to adapt certain products to 

modern needs of society and support sustainability (Tomić Joković, 2013). 

Festival the World of Music was also established in 2011 with aim to present the various 

traditions of singing and performing arts. There are vocal groups performing traditional 

songs, music groups performing medieval music but also artists whose music is inspired by 

the traditional or world music. Traditional music is developing and evolving as all other 

living practices and it is influenced by various genres and music, but it maintains its 

characteristic roots in traditional.  
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Another program developed recently is related to reconstruction of practices performed to 

celebrate and mark holydays throughout the year. The museum reconstructs the customs 

associated with Christmas (January 7), Easter (moveable feast), Ascension Day (moveable 

feast), St. Vitus Day (June 28), St. John‟s Day (July 7) and St. Peter‟s Day (July12). The 

reconstruction of practices reveals the way of celebrating relation with nature and its cycles 

but also the life of peasants and livestock breeders from this region.  

The role of “Old village” museum in promotion of crafts in terms of non formal education is 

very important. It is directed towards schoolchildren, students of faculties of applied arts and 

technology but also for wider audience as adults and numerous tourists that visit museum. 

Narratives of craftsmen and mediation of curators and taking part in production of the 

objects, contributes to understanding of living heritage practices and their role in the identity 

of the region. 

10.7 National Registry of ICH 

Activities related to inscription of the element are regulated by the Rulebook of inscription 

into the National Registry of ICH of the Republic of Serbia.
63

 It designates the lists, criteria 

for the inscription of ICH on the list, documentation for the inscription, procedure for 

inscription and measures for protection. National Registry is maintained and held in the 

Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage. According to the decisions of the National 

Committee for ICH made on the meetings on 18 June 2012 and 29 December 2014, 28 

elements are selected for the List.  

The following lists are established in this document: 

 National Registry of ICH,  

 National list of ICH in Need of Urgent Safeguarding,
64

 

 List of proposals for UNESCO Representative list of ICH of Humanity, 

 List of proposals for the UNESCO List of ICH in Need of Urgent Safeguarding, 
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Rulebook on the inscription into the National Registry of intangible heritage of the Republic of 

Serbiahttp://nkns.rs/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/pravilnik-o-upisu-u-registar.pdf 

64
 This list is not in function yet. 

http://nkns.rs/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/pravilnik-o-upisu-u-registar.pdf
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 Lists defined on the local level for all the domains of ICH (by article 4 of the 

Rulebook of  work of National Committee for ICH with the definition of ICH from 

the article 2 of the Convention)
65

 

 

Apart from the National Registry, other lists are not in function. Current revision of the lists 

will remove Lists of proposals for UNESCO Lists and also lists on the local level. Project of 

National Registry which is funded from UNESCO Participation program will have 

centralised documentation about the elements and links to all the references. The 

consideration of the purpose and aim of the registry and levels of access will probably reveal 

issues related to functioning of the network and it will be the use full process for revision of 

the network. National Registry of ICH and National list is comprised of the List of 

knowledge, List of Guardians of Heritage, List of festivities and rituals, List of Oral 

Traditions, List of performing arts.
66

 These categories are not public, but they are included in 

the form for submission of proposal for inscription.
67

 

 

On the recent meeting in August 2015, the National Committee for ICH proposed changes in 

the Rulebook on inscription into the National Inventory of ICH of Serbia. The proposal 

includes different division of the lists: National List of representative ICH, National list of 

ICH in need of urgent safeguarding, National list of good practices, List of Living Human 

Treasures, List of proposals for UNESCO Representative list of ICH, List of proposals for the 

UNESCO list of ICH in need of urgent safeguarding and list of proposals for UNESCO 

inventory of good practices. The newly proposed Rulebook on inscription into the National 

Inventory of ICH of Serbia, foresees division of domains that is the same as in the ICHC: List 

of Oral traditions, List of performing arts, List of social practices and rituals, list of 
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 These lists are not in function yet. 

66
 The proposed Rulebook on inscription into the National Inventory of ICH of Serbia,  was discussed on the 

meeting of National Committee in August 2015 and the document is not adopted formally 

67
 The sample form is in Appendix II of this paper 
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knowledge and rituals related to nature and universe, List of knowledge and skills.
68

 The 

graph of division of the lists in the inventory is presented on the Figure 3. in the chapter 8.7.5. 

10.7.1 List of knowledge 

List of knowledge comprises domains of knowledge and practices concerning nature and the 

universe and traditional craftsmanship that are defined in the Convention, article 2.2. In the 

National register list of knowledge includes traditional knowledge and skills, techniques and 

practices with accompanying objects, instruments, artifacts and cultural spaces related to 

specific production characteristic for the community that bears the knowledge or customs and 

practices that were created and developed in the specific relation of such community with its 

surrounding nature.  

This list consists of the following elements: 

- Making of Pirot hard cheese, (Израда пиротског качкаваља) nominator: 

Municipality of Pirot, in collaboration with Ponišavlje Museum in Pirot; 

- Rug-making in Pirot, (Пиротско ћилимарство) nominator: Municipality of Pirot in 

collaboration with Ponišavlje Museum in Pirot; 

- Craft of filigree work, (master Krist Beriša, silversmith) (Филигрански занат, 

Крист Бериша) from Kraljevo, nominator: National Museum in Kraljevo in 

collaboration with City of Kraljevo; 

- Craft of stonemasonry, Bela Voda, (Клесарски занат) nominator: City of Kruševac – 

local office in Bela Voda, in collaboration with Bele Vode Sandstone Art Colony and 

the School of Mosaic Making “Mladen Srbinović”; 

- Pazar meat pie prepared in traditional way, (Пазарске мантије) nominator: City of 

Novi Pazar, in collaboration with Ras Museum in Novi Pazar and the Cultural Center 

in Novi Pazar; 

- Zlakusa pottery, (Злакуска лончарија) nominator: Potters Association “Zlakusa”; 

- Kosovo-style embroidery, (Косовски вез) nominator: Culture and Arts Society 

“Kopaonik”in Leposavic in collaboration with Association “Vredne ruke”, Novi Sad;  
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- Wooden flask making in Pilica village, (Израда дрвених чутура у селу Пилица) 

nominator: handicraft store “Čutura”, Milorad Radovanović; 

- Belmuz, Traditional shepherd dish made of unripened cheese, (Белмуж) nominator: 

Municipality of Knjaţevac, in collaboration with: Homeland Museum in Knjaţevac, 

Municipality of Knjaţevac – local office in Kalna, Association for the Preservation of  

Tradition “Izvor” from Knjaţevac; 

- Ritual of making and lighting farmer candles (Обичај изливања и паљења 

ратарских свећа) aimed at ensuring fertility of crops, nominator: Serbian Orthodox 

Church – Tronoša Monastery; 

10.7.2 List of Living Guardians of Heritage 

List of Living Human Treasures should be comprised of individuals or groups who are 

unique carriers of specific knowledge and skills, necessary for creation or performance and 

therefore maintaining of ICH of their community. 

Though there are two masters in the domain of traditional knowledge, a silversmith and a 

flask craftsman, this list is not functional. The reason is that the system of Living Human 

Treasures is not accepted as it requires regular financial obligations. In the current proposal 

for the Rulebook on inscription of elements, this list is erased.  

10.7.3 List of festive events and rituals 

List of festive events and rituals brings together social practices, rituals and festive events and 

performing arts as two domains of defined in the Convention, article 2.2. 

The elements inscribed to this list are related to traditional rituals, customs and festivities 

related to religious life, work, amusement and other moments of social and private life of 

individuals and communities who practice them, along with the objects, instruments, artifacts 

and cultural spaces.  
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This list consists of the following elements: 

- Saint Patron‟s Day, (Слава) nominator: Ethnographic Museum in Belgrade; 

- Prayer – St. George‟s Day ritual, (Молитва, ђурђевдански обред) nominator: 

Homeland Museum in Knjaţevac in collaboration with: Municipality of Knjaţevac, 

Municipality of Knjaţevac – local office in Kalna, Association for the Preservation of 

Tradition “Izvor” from Knjaţevac; 

- Vuk‟s Convocation, (Вуков сабор) nominator: Centre for Culture “Vuk Karadţić” 

from Loznica; 

- Lazarica processions from Sirinićka Ţupa, (Лазарице у Сиринићкој жупи) 

nominator: Culture and Arts Society “Cvetko Grbić” from Štrpce; 

- Easter Ritual of Guarding Jesus Christ‟s Tomb, (Чување Христовог 

Гроба) nominator: Association “Guardians of Jesus Christ‟s Tomb” from Batajnica. 

10.7.4 List of Oral traditions  

List of Oral traditions brings together domains of oral expressions and traditional performing 

arts as defined in the Convention, article 2.2. This list includes elements of oral tradition, 

expressions and language of their expression and also objects, instruments, artifacts and 

cultural spaces. 

This list consists of the following elements: 

- Storytelling from Pirot, (Пиротско приповедање) nominator: Municipality of Pirot, 

National Library of Pirot, Gymnasium Pirot, National Theatre of Pirot.  

- Era-style humor (Ерски хумор) oral humor tradition of the Uţice region, West Serbia 

nominator: Municipality of Čajetina in collaboration with “Ljubiša Djenić” library 

from Čajetina; 

 

10.7.5 List of performing arts 

List of performing arts contains elements related to performing arts as well as objects, 

instruments, artifacts and cultural spaces.  
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This list consists of the following elements: 

- Singing accompanied by gusle, (Певање уз гусле) nominator: Municipality of Vrbas, 

in collaboration with Gusle-Players Society “Vuk Mandušić” from Vrbas, Serbian 

Association of Gusle-Players; 

- Groktalica singing, (Грокталица) nominator: Music school “Mokranjac” – 

Department for ethnomusicology in collaboration with vocal groups “Zvuci Krajine” 

from Veliko Banatsko Selo, “Sana” from Stara Pazova, “Vuk Karadţić” from 

Čonoplja, “Zvuci Podgrmeča” from Mladenovo,”Krajina” from Belgrade, “Korijeni” 

from Belgrade, as well as from RiĎić and Stanišić, Culture and Arts Societies 

“Svetozar Marković” from Obrovac, and “Marko Orešković” from Bački Gračac; 

- Kolo dance, three-steps kolo, six-steps kolo, (Коло, коло у три, коло у шест) 

nominator: National dance and songs ensemble “Kolo”; 

- Rumenka kolo dance, (Руменка) nominator: National dance and songs ensemble 

“Kolo”; 

- Bagpipe playing, (Свирање на гајдама) nominator: Musicology Institute of the 

Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, in collaboration with Cultural Center in 

Svrljig, Center for Culture of the City of Zaječar, Cultural Center in Pančevo, 

Academic Society for the Preservation of Music “Gusle” from Kikinda, Culture and 

Arts Society “Jabaničko kolo” from Lebane; 

- Ojkača singing, (Ојкача) nominator: Krajina homeland association “Nikola Tesla” 

from Plandište and Culture and Arts Society “Brankovo kolo” from Sremski Karlovci 

- City songs from Vranje, (Врањска градска песма) nominator: City of Vranje in 

collaboration with Culture and Arts Society “Sevdah” 

- Pipe-playing practice (Фрулашка пракса) (on traditional shepherd flute) nominator: 

Musicology Institute of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts in collaboration 

with Pipers Gathering in Prislonica; 

- Kaval playing (Свирање на кавалу) (on traditional flute of South Serbia and Kosovo) 

nominator: Culture and Arts Society “Cvetko Grbić” from Štrpce; 

- Slovak naive art painting, (Наивно сликарство Словака) nominator: Municipality of 

Kovačica, Fund “International Ethno Center Babka Kovačica”; 
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Figure 3. 

Scheme of National Registry of Intangible Cultural Heritage 
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10.7.6 Criteria for the inscription of the element into the National Register 

The criteria are expressed in the Convention and in operational directives and imply that 

element is expressed in the domains formulated in the definition in the Conventions also: 

- that it is within  limits  imposed by legal instruments in human rights, mutual respect 

of communities, groups and individuals and that they are sustainable, 

- that it is recognized by the community, group or, in some cases individuals, as a part 

of their cultural heritage, particularly if it is endangered by disappearance due to 

changes in the way of life, 

- has significant role in the life of the community, groups and individuals who practice 

the element, 

- ensures participation of communities and individuals who practice the element, 

- provides community with the sense of identity and continuity, 

- rootedness in community, transmission from generation to generation and is being re-

created again (with the exception of regeneration after a long period of absence of 

practice of the element after the armed conflict or political changes), 

- contribution to diversity of ICH inscribed in the National register of the RS and 

witness to cultural diversity and human creativity, 

- contributes to raising the awareness on significance of the safeguarding of ICH on 

local, national, and international level.  

The criteria are proposed in the Convention and in the Operational directives and are 

approved through the Law on ratification of the Convention. There is no national 

influence in the list of criteria as it is the case in Bulgaria. But it is appropriate and 

functional. Some incompatibility may arise when it comes to the formulation of the 

category of ICH in the national legislation. Actually, the third inventory in cultural 

heritage protection is the National Registry of ICH but it is not recognised in any of the 

laws – although it categorises national treasury. 
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10.7.6.1 Documentation for the inscription 

Set of documents consists of the form and accompanying documentation related to 

identification of the element of ICH, characteristics of the element, assessment of the 

condition of the element and its sustainability, consent of the bearers of heritage, references 

related to the element of ICH (literature, documents, audio-visual material), inventory of the 

individuals included in documentation.  

10.7.6.2 Procedure for the inscription in the National Registry 

Proposal may be submitted by the community, institution, NGO, or an individual under 

condition that the element is documented and supported by the approval of the professional 

institution (museum, institute), professional for the same domain of ICH as well as consent of 

the carriers of the element. The proposal forms are then submitted to regional coordinators 

who make records of the submission according to the criteria for the inscription. After their 

approval, coordinators send the proposal to the Centre for ICH in the Ethnographic Museum 

in Belgrade. After collecting and reviewing of proposals for nominations, Commission sends 

the files to the National Committee for the adoption. The decision of the Committee 

concludes procedure on the inscription. The documentation is send to the Centre of ICH to be 

kept in the Registry. 

The measures of safeguarding are part of documentation in the Registry and contain 

conditions like: ensuring conditions for safeguarding and use of ICH; ensuring accessibility 

of ICH to the public, ensuring sustainability, establishment of National registry, ensuring 

conditions of communities, groups and NGO`s in identification and definition of the elements 

of ICH, ensuring further research; popularization and promotion of ICH through exhibitions, 

conferences, folklore festivals, concerts, media. Inscription of slava in the National Registry 

and later in the Representative List may present a good example of procedures for inscription 

and nomination.  
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10.8 Study of inscription of the element Slava as an example of functionaing of the 

system of safeguarding 

The celebration of Slava appreciation of a family saint is the first element of ICH from Serbia 

that is inscribed in the Representative List. It is an element that is representative of elements 

that do have roots in rural history of Serbia and is always represented by role of the domacin 

and feast that consists of bread, candle and vine. However, this element has been transformed 

in various circumstances and celebrated in various ways proving its living character in reality. 

Other elements that are inscribed in the list are also related to everyday life. There are 

numerous institutes and museums in Serbia that work on research, safeguarding and 

promotion of elements of ICH. Slava, as an element was promoted through the programs of 

the Museum of Bread in Pecinci organized educational workshops for children about the 

Slava bread and its preparation, the Center for Household Economy in Leskovac has been 

promoting celebration of Slava and organising exhibition of the Slava bread and Kladovo 

Center for Culture has promoted Slava through the program Traditions of the Danube. 

More recent programs include field research of the Ethnographic Museum in Belgrade about 

identification of contemporary characteristics of Slava and weaknesses of the vitality of the 

element and „Antiquity Fest‟, the National Museum in Zajecar promotes the preservation and 

revitalization of the intangible cultural heritage, including the Slava.  

 

The Slava, as an element of ICH is described as “a complex of ritual and social practices 

through which a family celebrates the saint who is believed to be its protector and provider of 

welfare. The celebration of the patron saint consists of the ritual offering of a bloodless 

sacrifice and a feast held for relatives, neighbors, and friends. The elements of a bloodless 

sacrifice are bread, wine, and wheat (symbols of Christ's body and blood, fertility and 

prosperity). During the ritual on the day of the Slava, a specially designed candle is lit in the 

family home where the Lord's Prayer is read and the cutting of the Slava cake (with the 

obligatory symbol IS HS NI KA) is performed by pouring wine over it, cutting it crosswise, 

then rotating it, and breaking it into four parts while lifting it up. During the ritual, thanks are 

given to the saint and prayers for prosperity are said. The ritual cake cutting is performed by 
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the host with the oldest or the most important guest ("dolibaša"), the host's heir, and other 

family members. The Slava feast begins with the ceremonial drinking of wine, eating of 

koliva, giving a toast ("zdravica"), and expressing wishes for health, fertility, and well-being 

of the family and guests, and continues with a meal symbolizing prosperity. The Slava feast 

must include meat (suckling pig, lamb, or fish on the days of fasting) as a remnant of blood 

sacrifices. While preparing the feast, families in principle observe the Christian canon laws 

on fasting.” 
69

 

10.8.1 Procedures for the inscription of Slava into the National Registry 

The first step in nomination is filling in the form for identification of the element of ICH, 

through elaboration of one or several inventories.
70

  The form for identification of Slava as an 

element of ICH was prepared in the Ethnographic museum in Belgrade. The form is the 

sample recommended in Operational directives and leads through the features of importance. 

In the first part, the element is identified and its characteristics are described through 

significance for the community, carriers, and material elements attached to the practice. The 

condition of the element, hazards and sustainability should be elaborated with suggestion for 

measures of protection. References, literature and video/audio recordings are submitted to 

describe character of the element. In the end, consent of the community is submitted to justify 

the belonging of the element, but also to show that the community is interested to continue 

practice. When the form is prepared by groups and communities themselves, regional 

coordinators help to define parts of the form and complete the documentation. In this cases 

regional coordinators, ask curators or researchers to recommend the element and they 

mediate in the process of preparation of the nomination for the National Register.  

For Slava as an element of ICH, documentation for nomination was prepared in the 

Ethnographic museum and handed to the Centre directly. The Centre prepared proposals for 

the meeting of the National Commission for inscription and after the approval, the National 

Commission forwards the nominations to the National Committee which makes the decision 
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  Nomination file no. 01010 for inscription on the representative list of the intangible cultural heritage of 

humanity in 2014 http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&RL=01010 

70
 The sample of the form is in the Appendix II of the paper 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&RL=01010
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on inscription. During the process, the Centre for ICH mediates between the bodies involved 

in submission, approval and decision making and prepares the meetings. After the decision to 

nominate Slava for RL of UNESCO, Ethnographic Museum prepared nomination together 

with the centre for ICH and in accordance with the criteria of UNESCO. The nomination was 

sent for approval to the Ministry of Culture and Information. Subsequently, the nomination 

was sent to UNESCO, Intangible Cultural Heritage Section.  

10.8.2 Preparation of the proposal for inscription of the element from Serbia into the 

UNESCO Representative List 

In 2014, the centre prepared all the necessary documents for inscription of national element 

Slava, celebration of family saint patron‟s day into UNESCO Representative List. Firstly, the 

National Committee for ICH made the decision to nominate the element and the Ministry of 

Culture and Information approved it. Then, the proposal was prepared in the Ethnographic 

Museum in Belgrade with aim to gain recognition for Slava on the RL.  

On the 9
th

 session, the Intergovernmental Committee for ICH made the decision to inscribe 

the element from Serbia, Family Patron Slava on the Representative List of ICH of Humanity 

on its 9
th

 session on 24-28 November 2014. For such decision, the Intergovernmental 

committee gave the following reasons:  

1. Passed down through generations particularly within families, the Slava celebration 

provides the community of practitioners with a sense of well-being, identity and 

continuity; 

2. Inscription of the element on the Representative List could contribute to increasing 

visibility and raising awareness of the intangible cultural heritage, while promoting 

dialogue among communities and encouraging human creativity; 

3. Past and future safeguarding measures involving communities, groups, public bodies 

and media are realistic and well described; 

4. Representatives of families, groups, organizations and some public institutions have 

been involved in the nomination process and the community provided its free prior 

and informed consent; 
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5. The element is included in the National Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage 

maintained by the National Committee 
71

 

The inscription on the Representative List requires enabling of transmission of the elements. 

In Croatia, the public call for funding projects in safeguarding of ICH is restricted to the 

elements inscribed on the national list. Therefore the financial support is ensured. In Serbia, 

the call for selection of projects is not focused though as a regular, annual call, it might 

support the carriers of elements.   

10.9 Public call for projects in the field of ICH as a financial instrument 

Parallel to adoption of documents related to the work of the National network for the 

safeguarding of ICH in 2012, the Ministry of Culture opened new section in the public call 

for financing of projects in the field of heritage protection. This section is aimed at projects 

related to protection, safeguarding and presentation of ICH in Serbia.
72

 

Specific goals addressed by this call are: research and documentation of the elements of ICH 

in the Republic of Serbia; safeguarding, transmission of knowledge and presentation of ICH 

and raise of awareness of significance of ICH. The problem with the calls is that it is very 

general. It might have been acceptable for the first or second year after the foundation of the 

national network but now the funds are being approved independently of the elements of the 

National Registry. The result is that the funds are dispersed to various projects whose 

implementation cannot be followed or monitored by the Centre for the ICH. As the National 

Committee is the body of the Ministry, it should require participation in the criteria each year. 

Other vise, the funds that may be used for field research of regional coordinators or assistance 

to preparation of proposals for the National Registry are lost. Paradoxically, the elements in 
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Slava, celebration of family saint patron‟s day 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&RL=01010 
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 Konkurs za finansiranje ili sufinansiranje projekata iz oblasti kulturnog nasledja u Republici Srbiji (Public call 

for financing of projects in the field of  cultural heritage in the Republic of Serbia) 

http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/k-o-n-k-u-r-s-za-finansiranje-ili-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-

kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2015--godini 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011&RL=01010
http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/k-o-n-k-u-r-s-za-finansiranje-ili-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2015--godini
http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/k-o-n-k-u-r-s-za-finansiranje-ili-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2015--godini
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the Registry do not have other regular possibility to get financial support. Therefore, the 

Committee might also ask for part of the funds to be ensured for the inscribed elements. 

The Ministry has published three annual calls until 2015. 

In the first call in 2012, there were 43 projects selected for funding amount of 11.099.000,00 

dinars.
73

 The scope of themes included research and promotion of the elements that later 

became inscribed in the National List like Zlakusa pottery, (Злакуска лончарија); Clamor 

singing, (Певање из вика); Era-style humor (Ерски хумор) oral humor tradition of the Uţice 

region. The applications were submitted by the institutes of SASA, Faculties in Belgrade and 

Kragujevac, numerous museums and associations from all over Serbia. 

The call was opened in 2014 and for that year, it provided financing for 83 projects with the 

amount of 23.390.000,00 dinars.
74

 Many of the projects accepted for financing were 

continuation of research and projects started in earlier year. Some of them were related to 

periodic events like summer school of traditional crafts in Archeo-ethno park Ravna in 

Knjazevac or Second International festival of young players of gusle, or 5 International 

Festival of Children Folklore. In 2014, the selected projects include International Camps for 

protection of Intangible Cultural Heritage organized by Faculty of Philology in Belgrade or 

Ethno-Anthropological Society of Serbia related to continuous learning of professionals 

about the convention on ICH and its implementation.  

In 2015, 67 projects received financing in the amount of 13.300.000,00 dinars.  This year few 

manufacturers also submitted their applications for projects but as in previous years, there 

projects of the institutes of SASA, faculties in Belgrade and Kragujevac, and various 
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 Rezultati konkursa Ministarstva kulture u oblasti zastite kulturnog nasledja u 2013. godini (Results of the 

public call of the Ministry of Culture in the field of  heritage protection in 2013) 

http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/rezultati-konkursa-za-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-kulturnog-

nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2013--godini 
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 Rezultati konkursa Ministarstva kulture u oblasti zastite kulturnog nasledja u 2014. godini (Results of the 

public call of the Ministry of Culture in the field of  heritage protection in 2014) 

http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/rezultati-konkursa-za-finansiranje-ili-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-

kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2014 

http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/rezultati-konkursa-za-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2013--godini
http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/rezultati-konkursa-za-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2013--godini
http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/rezultati-konkursa-za-finansiranje-ili-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2014
http://www.kultura.gov.rs/lat/konkursi/rezultati-konkursa-za-finansiranje-ili-sufinansiranje-projekata-iz-oblasti-kulturnog-nasledja-u-republici-srbiji-u-2014
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associations. Openness of the call is certainly a way to reach the widest possible scope of 

organizations and to support their activities. But, now with 28 elements in the National 

Registry, they should be given priority in financing.  

However, these projects and their realization remained out of the Committee for ICH of 

Serbia and also from the Centre for ICH in the Ethnographic Museum. According to the 

conditions of the call, the reports of the projects financed within the call, both financial and 

narrative, are sent to the Ministry of Culture. There is no mechanism to link the activities in 

the field with the Committee or Centre. Also, some of the projects financed on the call, were 

aimed at nomination of elements for the National Registry but the nominations did not reach 

the regional coordinators. 

So, in this aim, Ministry is working on parallel tracks that seem independent. If there were 

Strategy of safeguarding of ICH in Serbia, the priorities should be put as criteria for  the 

selection  instead of general requirements related to research, safeguarding and promotion of 

ICH. One part of the call can certainly be directed towards funding of organisations or 

carriers of elements in the National Register. Formulation of the strategy in safeguarding will 

ceritainly facilitate work on the safeguarding and the explicit policy will enable to join forces 

and funds in this direction. 

Even the small changes in the criteria of the calls and its close connection with the centre for 

intangible heritage, may bring considerable improvement for the carriers of the elements and 

future projects of the national network. Based on the SWOT analysis, the recommendations 

will be aimed at short and long term changes to maintain activities within the network. 
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11  POLICY RECOMMENDATION S  

After the three years of the National network for safeguarding of heritage, and its analysis, it 

is clear that the first phase of enthusiastic work on inscription should be concluded. The 

network should focus on its stable and strong parts  and define weaknesses to work on them. 

In 2015 National Committee and Centre for ICH took steps to revise their work.  The first 

step was to adapt rulebooks towards improved functioning and enabling more efficient work. 

It is possible for National Committee to propose changes if necessary and propose them to 

the Ministry of culture directly for adoption. Owing to this fact, national network has a 

possibility for its own dynamics and flexibility although it belongs to a state structure. 

 

But firstly, just after the changes related to revision of rulebooks, the committee should 

define strategic priorities and short term and long term planning.  

It should be done before the changes of the rulebooks as it should set the aims of all levels of 

safeguarding. The documents still rely on the first drafts, probably used for the initiative 

phase of development.  on the definitions formulated in the 2003 Convention or in the 

Operational directives, through shared and explicit formulation would be necessary and 

formulate the tasks towards common goals. In terms of cultural policies, the elaborated text 

of the convention provided all the references necessary for the structuring of safeguarding 

model in Serbia – as there was no other possibility in legislation.   In the rulebook related to 

the work of the National Committee, responsibilities and tasks are listed according to the 

2003 Convention purposes and instructions of Operational directions. But also in relation to 

inability to become part of the system of heritage protection, it was the only way. After three 

years, the analysed strengths, weaknesses, treats and opportunities (Figure 4.) can serve as  

the basis for proposals for improvements.  
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Strengths: Weaknesses: 

Centre of ICH as a platform mediating between 

Committee, Commission and regional 

coordinators 

 

Focused and cooperative regional coordinators 

with stable links with local community 

 

Secured financing for the digitisation of the 

National Registry for ICH for the next two years 

 

 

 

 

 

All bodies are overburdened with variety of tasks 

and responsibilities, but without explicit strategy 

 

Lack of short term and long term goals for the 

network 

 

 

Lack of visibility of ICH and National list for 

wide audiences 

 

Lack of list of elements in need of urgent 

safeguarding 

 

Groups of carriers of elements of ICH are not 

included in the National network 

Opportunities: Threats: 

Possibilities of international cooperation  

 

Media are interested in issues of ICH 

 

Possibilities of project financing 

 

Intersect oral cooperation (with schools, NGOs 

ICH is not recognised in legislation apart from 

Law on ratification of the Convention for 

intangible cultural heritage 

 

Lack of state strategy for culture  

 

Insecure financing for projects 

 

The system relies on activities of only one person 

designated to be coordinator for each region 
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Figure 4. SWOT analysis of the system of safeguarding in Serbia 

 

The SWOT analysis was the basis for recommendations for work of the National network. 

There are strategic recommendations and recommendations for instruments that can address 

issues in a short term. Strategic recommendations should be considered in terms of legislation 

of cultural heritage in Serbia, recognition of ICH in the national framework and purpose of 

the safeguarding. 

 

11.1 Recommendations of instruments for the  model of safeguarding 

The model of national network of safeguarding is organized with division of roles between 

decision making level of the National Committee and Commission for inscription, 

administrative and implementation level of the Centre for ICH and implementation level of 

regional coordinators who are also mediators between the local communities and the Centre 

for ICH. Centre has a strong role as it mediates and implements the decisions of the National 

Committee and Commission for inscription. Also, since the Commission for inscription is 

moved from the Ministry of Culture to the Ethnographic museum, the of administration tasks 

and implementation is in the Centre for ICH. The model is operational and includes 

professionals and researchers who are interested in improving the safeguarding. Hence the 

need to revise the model and roles of bodies towards more focused and sustainable manner. 

Still, this process will need definition of short and long term explicit plans and programs for 

the National network.   

 

The second strong feature of the model is network of regional coordinators. Coordinators 

work in museums, institutes or faculty and through their positions they have knowledge and 

experience in working with local community. Owing to these relations with local 

communities, and understanding of the ICH concept, the National inventory has 28 elements 

so far.  
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However, measures for facilitating of the position of regional coordinators should be 

undertaken to ensure sustainability of communication with both the Centre for ICH and local 

community. In relation to coverage of the regions, one coordinator in one region is 

overburdened position – e.g. regional coordinator form Open air museum „Old village” can 

research the area of municipalities of Čajetina, Arilje,  Bajina   Bašta,   Nova  Varoš  and 

Uţice (Tomić Joković, 2013)which all belong to Zlatibor region. But the Western Serbia 

includes also districts of Kolubara, Mačva, Morava, Pomoravlje, Rasina and Raška(Uredba o 

nomenklaturi 2009/2010). Therefore, the model should have associates of regional 

coordinators as a designated professionals and assistance from students of ethnology and 

anthropology from the Faculty of Philosophy. The Korean model includes substitutes for all 

the designated positions in the system to ensure sustainability of the position and prepare 

professionals for specific roles in the network.  

 

Thirdly, the National network for safeguarding should include network of carriers of 

elements of ICH. The carriers of ICH are already designated through the inscription of the 

element and their activities and festivals are promoted on the website of the Centre for ICH. 

Still, they should be included and visible in the National network as they are the ones who 

safeguard and transmit intangible traditions. For this reason they belong to network and 

contribute greatly to safeguarding of ICH in Serbia. 

11.2 Recommendations for the instruments related to National Inventory of ICH 

The creation of the on-line registry should be one of the priorities in short term plans of the 

National Committee.  

 

Firstly, it should include activation and definition of lists. On the first level it is division 

between National list of elements of ICH (in the Rulebooks it was called National Registry of 

ICH) and List of intangible heritage in need of urgent safeguarding. The later did not become 

active yet. Then subdivisions into the lists related to the character of the element are currently 

under revision of the committee. One of the ideas is to accept the lists of 2003 Convention: 

oral traditions and expressions, performing arts, social practices, rituals and festive events, 
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knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe and traditional craftsmanship. So 

far in the categories of National registry the handicrafts were included in the list of 

knowledge. Still, it should include handicrafts as a separate category, as was also 

recommended by the convention, as it is aimed at products and can be open to the market 

after detailed documenting and planning of the level of commercialization. On the national 

list so far, and in the activities of “Old village” Sirogojno, handicrafts and elements that 

belong to performing arts are categories – 10 handicrafts and 10 elements of performing arts. 

Both craft products and singing and dancing can be interesting for the market. Croatia has 

protected making of wooden toys from Zagorje and it is one of the most popular souvenirs in 

the touristic offer.  

 

Serbian data base, should serve at least two purposes – for widest audience and presentation 

of elements that should be attractive to them and another,  for more in detail approach to 

documentation files and all the accompanying documents including links for external sources 

and references that are online, and can contribute to building the context of the element. The 

open access level should have attractive and interesting data about the elements so to inspire 

interest for the ICH. It should also include interviews and remarks of carriers of knowledge 

and skills. For that reason, it would be important to include regional coordinators as active 

participants in the process of definition of the lists and the inventory. Community 

participation needs to be enhanced in the implementation of the Convention, in inventorying, 

in the elaboration of safeguarding programs and projects, and in the preparation of 

nomination. 

 

Secondly, the project of the Centre for ICH for the new National Registry was granted by 

UNESCO, Participation Program. The funds for the development of the registry are secured 

for the next two years. The aim of the project is to create data base of documents and data of 

ICH. On one hand, the data will be public and allow access to the files of elements of ICH. 

Also, the data base will have restricted area that will be used by the members of the network.  

Still, before the start of construction of the site the first question will be what is the purpose 

of the digitization and what kind of data it offers. There are several types of presentations of 
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ICH, UNESCO Representative List of Intangible heritage of Humanity, Bulgarian 

presentation based on scientific catalogue of elements and Croatian that is representative in 

terms of attractive information about elements. UNESCO site presentation of each element 

consists of accessible nomination files, consents of the community and institutions, 

descriptions of the element, photographs and a video. It provides the data about the element 

and  these are easily accessible. All the data are put in the context of UNESCO and UNESCO 

sites. 

For Croatian example, the list has the photographs of elements and the description which are 

intended for widest audiences. The site and the information are linked to the Ministry of 

Culture and put in the context of the cultural heritage list of Croatia. In Bulgaria, the site is 

constructed particularly for the project of recording of ICH and has categories of ICH defined 

by the expert team from the Institute for folklore. 

 

11.3 Recommendations for international cooperation 

International cooperation is one of the purposes of the 2003 Convention. UNESCO offers and 

encourages participation in capacity building programs, organisation of inventories, 

assistance for the safeguarding of the elements in need of urgent actions. The program could 

usefully be extended to include more support in policy and legislative development. 

The grant of UNESCO is one of the possibilities of international cooperation. Beside that, 

there is a recommendation to submit multipart proposals for the list. Currently, there is an 

initiative of Turkey to submit rituals related to celebration of St. George‟s day to the 

Representative List. Romania, Croatia, Serbia and Macedonia are the countries invited to 

prepare the joint submission. As ICH is a common ground for various elements that are 

present in several countries, shared applications should be initiated. 

On the level of the region, there is a possibility of joining the applications that are 

submitted by other countries e.g. Bulgarian element on the list is tradition of carpet making in 

Chiprovtsi which is under influence of Pirot tradition of kilim making. The common traits 

among the elements of this kind should also be considered by the National Committee. 
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11.4 Financial instruments of  safeguarding 

The Ministry of culture publishes calls for projects related to ICH since 2012. The  

criteria for the call are very general and relate to safeguarding, research and promotion of 

ICH. However, now when there are 28 elements in the National Inventory, the criteria should 

be more focused on the elements and carriers of the elements in the National inventory. The 

criteria should also become more in line with the short term and long term plans of the 

National Committee. It would also greatly contribute to sustainability of safeguarding 

particularly after the List of elements in need of urgent safeguarding becomes functional. 

11.5 Towards the strategy for safeguarding of ICH and inclusion in the new law on 

heitage protection 

As it was stated before, the lack of strategical documents in culture, affect all the related 

fields. Now, when it comes to 2003 Convention, it was ratified in Serbia and implemented 

within the framework of international policy document that gained the strength of law by 

ratification. While for the Law on culture and Law on cultural heritage protection the change 

had not been made.  

 

In August 2015, the amendments of the Law on Culture were adopted in the parliament. As it 

is envisioned as the general law, whose fields will be legally arranged with separate laws, the 

law on cultural heritage from 1994 should be the next in line for revision. In this aim, the 

Committee and the Centre for ICH should prepare proposal for the strategy of safeguarding 

with short and long term plans. In the Global strategy of safeguarding UNESCO proposes 

following priorities: revision of legislation and policies, redesign of institutional 

infrastructures, development of inventory methods, full involvement of diverse stakeholders, 

technical skills to safeguard intangible cultural heritage. 
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The review of the process of adoption of the international convention showed that it was 

difficult to formulate and present the new concept of heritage. Given that ICH differs from 

traditional concept of heritage, the traits marking the field should be included. The basic traits 

are:  

 heritage as a process and practices rather than end product,  

 recognition of ICH as a source of identity, creativity, diversity and social 

cohesion,  

 constantly evolving nature of ICH and its interaction of the environment, 

 recognition  for this heritage and its practitioners,  

 artists, practitioners/communities having primary roles in transmission 

 priority of intergenerational transmission, education and training, 

 recognition of the interdependence between the intangible cultural heritage 

and the tangible cultural and natural heritage,  

 observance of universally recognized human rights. 

 

Beside these conceptual traits, there are choices that are made in each country about the 

purpose of the safeguarding. In countries of the case studies like Korea, Croatia and Bulgaria 

the ICH was specifically oriented towards national identity. The purpose of the ratification in 

the countries in the region was related to representation of heritage towards others. It is 

correct attitude when considering Representative list of UNESCO and only for some of the 

elements. But the national list should include variety of traditions and communities and rural 

as well as urban context. That represents the real internal cohesion and it is good way to 

avoid stereotypes that are often met.  
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12  CONCLUSION  

It is through the process of emergence of national states that ICH came into prime. Long 

before that, the states parties were asking for reconsideration of categories and values of 

heritage in UNESCO instruments. The 2003 Convention as the new instrument came as the 

result of these efforts. National identities are being reinforced within new states as a common 

treasury and gave additional strength to governments in struggling with transitional 

difficulties. On the other side, inscription into Representative List provided external or global 

recognition to this regaining of national identities through ICH. 

In the states as coordinators of such policies, working on model of safeguarding of ICH can 

be considered as the start of reconstruction of identities. It reflects both the ways how other 

might see a community or how the community wishes to be recognised through the criteria 

for the Representative List. On the other hand, as states are struggling economically, they 

might turn back in past and try to rely on romanticist view of what national in its prime times 

might look like. Such purposed reconstruction might mislead the inscription of elements as 

the Korean evaluation has shown.  

The both of these processes are treats to the roles of ICH in the states. Because of the process 

of ratification, the safeguarding of ICH is bonded to politics of governments who approve 

them. As the counterpart to these processes, lies the role of research community and 

professionals, who has obligation to search into appropriate ways to nurture contemporary 

practices and processes and balance the relation towards the global world. It is through 

investigation and evaluation of the process that it is possible to find the ways adapted to the 

ICH that is present in Serbia. The model in Serbia relies on work of professionals and 

researchers who are interested in ICH. When the 2003 Convention was adopted, the strategy 

for development of culture did not exist, the Law on Culture was newly adopted, Law on 

cultural heritage protection was dating back to 1994, and the country was deep in transition.  

It was the Convention that served the roles of cultural policy and guidance towards the 

formation of National network for safeguarding. All the processes of clarification of 
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definitions, domains and bodies, related to adoption of the conference, provided guidance in 

case of Serbia. The national network  for safeguarding was based on activities of 

professionals in museums,  a newly founded Centre for ICH in the Ethnographic museum and 

network of regional coordinators while the National Commission was focusing on inscription 

of elements into the National Registry, synergy of actions brought to functional model of 

safeguarding. The structure of the model and inventory present a stable infrastructure for 

future development of the system. There is creation of short term and long term plans and 

strategy ahead of the National network. The decision of the priorities and the strategy is the 

task of the National Committee. But what is the most important is that safeguarding of ICH 

has support and remains supported of regional coordinators and communities – as the real 

practitioners of the policy.  
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Appendix I 

List of Intangible Heritage of Serbia 

1. Saint Patron‟s Day, (Слава) nominator: Ethnographic Museum in Belgrade; 

2. Prayer – St. George‟s Day ritual, (Молитва, ђурђевдански обред) nominator: 

Homeland Museum in Knjaţevac in collaboration with: Municipality of Knjaţevac, 

Municipality of Knjaţevac – local office in Kalna, Association for the Preservation of 

Tradition “Izvor” from Knjaţevac; 

3. Belmuz, Traditional shepherd dish made of unripened cheese, (Белмуж) nominator: 

Municipality of Knjaţevac, in collaboration with: Homeland Museum in Knjaţevac, 

Municipality of Knjaţevac – local office in Kalna, Association for the Preservation of 

 Tradition “Izvor” from Knjaţevac; 

4. Ritual of making and lighting farmer candles (Обичај изливања и паљења 

ратарских свећа)aimed at ensuring fertility of crops, nominator: Serbian Orthodox 

Church – Tronoša Monastery; 

5. Making of Pirot hard cheese, (Израда пиротског качкаваља) nominator: 

Municipality of Pirot, in collaboration with Ponišavlje Museum in Pirot; 

6. Rug-making in Pirot, (Пиротско ћилимарство) nominator: Municipality of Pirot in 

collaboration with Ponišavlje Museum in Pirot; 

7. Craft of filigree work, (master Krist Beriša, silversmith) (Филигрански занат, 

Крист Бериша) from Kraljevo, nominator: National Museum in Kraljevo in 

collaboration with City of Kraljevo; 

8. Craft of stonemasonry, Bela Voda, (Клесарски занат, Бела Вода) nominator: City of 

Kruševac – local office in Bela Voda, in collaboration with Bele Vode Sandstone Art 

Colony and the School of Mosaic Making “Mladen Srbinović”; 

9. Pazar meat pie prepared in traditional way, (Пазарске мантије) nominator: City of 

Novi Pazar, in collaboration with Ras Museum in Novi Pazar and the Cultural Center 

in Novi Pazar; 

10. Zlakusa pottery, (Злакуска лончарија) nominator: Potters Association “Zlakusa”; 

http://nkns.rs/en/ich-rs-list/saint-patrons-day/
http://nkns.rs/en/ich-rs-list/prayer-st-georges-day-ritual/
http://nkns.rs/en/ich-rs-list/belmuz/
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11. Kosovo-style embroidery, (Косовски вез) nominator: Culture and Arts Society 

“Kopaonik”in Leposavic in collaboration with Association “Vredne ruke”, Novi Sad; 

12. Singing accompanied by gusle, (Певање уз гусле) nominator: Municipality of Vrbas, 

in collaboration with Gusle-Players Society “Vuk Mandušić” from Vrbas, Serbian 

Association of Gusle-Players; 

13. Groktalica singing, (Грокталица) nominator: Music school “Mokranjac” – 

Department for ethnomusicology in collaboration with vocal groups “Zvuci Krajine” 

from Veliko Banatsko Selo, “Sana” from Stara Pazova, “Vuk Karadţić” from 

Čonoplja, “Zvuci Podgrmeča”from Mladenovo,”Krajina” from Belgrade, “Korijeni” 

from Belgrade, as well as from RiĎić and Stanišić, Culture and Arts Societies 

“Svetozar Marković” from Obrovac, and “Marko Orešković” from Bački Gračac; 

14. Clamor singing, (Певање из вика) nominator: NGO “Society for the Preservation of 

Traditional Clamor Singing” from Nova Varoš; 

15. Era-style humor (Ерски хумор) oral humor tradition of the Uţice region, West Serbia 

nominator: Municipality of Čajetina in collaboration with “Ljubiša Djenić” library 

from Čajetina; 

16. Kolo dance, three-steps kolo, six-steps kolo, (Коло, коло у три, коло у шест) 

nominator: National dance and songs ensemble “Kolo”; 

17. Rumenka kolo dance, (Руменка) nominator: National dance and songs ensemble 

“Kolo”; 

18. Bagpipe playing, (Свирање на гајдама) nominator: Musicology Institute of the 

Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, in collaboration with Cultural Center in 

Svrljig, Center for Culture of the City of Zaječar, Cultural Center in Pančevo, 

Academic Society for the Preservation of Music “Gusle” from Kikinda, Culture and 

Arts Society “Jabaničko kolo” from Lebane; 

19. Pipe-playing practice (Фрулашка пракса) (on traditional shepherd flute) nominator: 

Musicology Institute of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts in collaboration 

with Pipers Gathering in Prislonica; 

20. Kaval playing (Свирање на кавалу) (on traditional flute of South Serbia and 

Kosovo) nominator: Culture and Arts Society “Cvetko Grbić” from Štrpce; 
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21. Slovak naive art painting, (Наивно сликарство Словака) nominator: Municipality of 

Kovačica, Fund “International Ethno Center Babka Kovačica”; 

22. Lazarica processions from Sirinićka Ţupa, (Лазарице у Сиринићкој жупи) 

nominator: Culture and Arts Society “Cvetko Grbić” from Štrpce; 

23. Wooden flask making in Pilica village, (Израда дрвених чутура у селу Пилица) 

nominator: handicraft store “Čutura”, Milorad Radovanović; 

24. Vuk‟s Convocation, (Вуков сабор) nominator: Centre for Culture “Vuk Karadţić” 

from Loznica; 

25. Ojkača singing, (Ојкача) nominator: Krajina homeland association “Nikola Tesla” 

from Plandište and Culture and Arts Society “Brankovo kolo” from Sremski Karlovci 

26. City songs from Vranje, (Врањска градска песма) nominator: City of Vranje in 

collaboration with Culture and Arts Society “Sevdah” 

27. Easter Ritual of Guarding Jesus Christ‟s Tomb, (Чување Христовог 

Гроба) nominator: Association “Guardians of Jesus Christ‟s Tomb” from Batajnica. 

28. Storytelling from Pirot, (Пиротско приповедање) nominator: Municipality of Pirot, 

National Library of Pirot, Gymnasium Pirot, National Theatre of Pirot.
75
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 List of the elements of intangible cultural heritage of Serbia (accessed in June 2015) 

http://nkns.rs/en/2012/06/list-of-elements-of-intangible-cultural-heritage-of-the-republic-of-serbia-for-

registration-into-the-national-inventory-of-intangible-cultural-heritage/ 

http://nkns.rs/en/2012/06/list-of-elements-of-intangible-cultural-heritage-of-the-republic-of-serbia-for-registration-into-the-national-inventory-of-intangible-cultural-heritage/
http://nkns.rs/en/2012/06/list-of-elements-of-intangible-cultural-heritage-of-the-republic-of-serbia-for-registration-into-the-national-inventory-of-intangible-cultural-heritage/
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Appendix II 

Primena konvencije o zaštiti nematerijalnog kulturnog nasleĎa(NKN) na nacionalnom nivou 

IMP 5.6 Inventarisanje 

Stranica 175 

OBRAZAC ZA IDENTIFIKOVANјE ELEMENATA NKN, KROZ ELABORACIJU 

JEDNOG ILI VIŠE INVENTARA.
76

 

Identifikacija elementa NKN 

1.1.Naziv elementa NKN koji koristi zajednica na koju se odnosi. 

1.2.Kratak informativni naziv elementa NKN (uklјučujući indikaciju domena NKN) 

1.3.Zajednica (zajednice) na koje se odnosi element NKN.  

1.4. Fizički lokalitet(i) / učestalost distribucije elementa NKN.  

1.5.Kratak opis elementa NKN (preporučuje se ne duţi od 200 reči). 

2.Karakteristike elementa NKN 

2.1.IzvoĎač(i) / vršilac(oci) aktivnosti direktno uklјučeni u izvoĎenje i odrţavanje 

elementa NKN (navesti ime, starost, pol, obrazovanje, profesiju itd.) 

2.2.Ostali članovi zajednice koji nisu direktno uklјučeni, ali koji doprinose odrţavanju 

elementa NKN ili olakšavaju vršenje ili prenošenje (npr. priprema pozornice ili kostima, 

trening, nadgledanje) 

2.3.Jezik (jezici) ili narečje(a) koji se koriste 

2.4.Materijalni elementi (kao što su instrumenti, posebna odeća ili prostor(i), ritualni 

predmeti) (ako postoje) koji su povezani sa izvoĎenjem ili prenošenjem elementa NKN 

2.5.Drugi nematerijalni elementi (ako postoje) koji su povezani sa prenošenjem ili 

izvoĎenjem navedenog elementa NKN 

2.6.Ograničenja u pristupu elementu NKN ili njegovim aspektima  

2.7.Načini prenošenja na druge članove zajednice. 

2.8.Relevantne organizacije (organizacije u zajednici, NVO, ostali) (ako postoje) 

3. Stanje elementa NKN: odrţivost  

                                                 
76

 The form for nomination of the element on the Representative list of ICH: 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc
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3.1.Faktori ugroţavanja (ako postoje) opstanka NKN u okviru odgovarajuće zajednice 

ili više njih  

3.2.Faktori koji ugroţavaju (ako postoje) prenošenje NKN u okviru odgovarajuće 

zajednice ili više njih  

3.3.Faktori koji ugroţavaju pristup materijalnim elementima i resursima (ako postoje) 

povezanih sa elementom NKN 

3.4.Odrţivost drugih nematerijalnih elemenata nasleĎa (ako postoje) povezanih sa 

elementom NKN 

3.5.Aktivna zaštita ili druge mere koje postoje (ako postoje) u vezi sa bilo kojim od ovih 

faktora ugroţavanja, a koje omogućavaju izvoĎenje i prenošenje elementa NKN u 

budućnosti 

 

3.6. Planirane mere aktivne zaštite 

4. Saglasnostnosilaca nasleĎa  

4.1. Izjava odgovarajuće zajednice (ili više njih) i njena (njihova) uklјučenost u 

prikuplјanje podataka 

4.2.Ograničenja, ako postoje, za upotrebu ili pristup sakuplјenim podacima 

4.3.Osoba zaduţena za podatke (ili više njih): ime i status ili pripadnost organizaciji 

4.4. Datum(i) i mesto(a) sakuplјanja podataka 

5.Reference koje se odnose na element NKN (ako postoje)  

5.1. Literatura (ako postoji) 

5.2. Audio-vizuelni materijali, snimlјeni materijal itd. u arhivama, muzejima i privatnim 

zbirkama (ako postoje) 

5.3.Dokumentarni materijal i predmeti u arhivama, muzejima i privatnim zbirkama (ako 

postoje) 

6.Inventarisanje podataka 

6.1. Osoba koja je načinila unos podataka (ili više njih) 

6.2. Dokaz dozvole od strane odgovarajuće zajednice (ili više njih)  

za a) inventarisanje elementa, i b) za informacije uklјučene u inventar 

6.3.Datum unosa podataka u inventar 
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Appendix III 

Resume of Mirjana Brzaković 

Education 

2006 National Museum in Belgrade 

License in Conservation 

2001 Belgrade University 

BA in Ethnology and Anthropology from the Faculty of Philosophy 

 

Fellowships 

1998 - 2001 Diana Department for Preventive Conservation, National Museum, Belgrade 

Associate Conservator 

1998 Conservation of solid ceramics  

1999-2001 Conservation of amber from the collections of the National Museum, Belgrade 

 

Employment 

2015 – present   Central Institute For Conservation In Belgrade - CIK 

Conservator 

Centre for Preventive Conservation 

2009 – 2015 Central Institute For Conservation In Belgrade - CIK 

Deputy Director  

Management of resources, coordination and actualization of projects, institutional 

planning, institutional networking and fundraising  

2005 - 2009 Diana Department for Preventive Conservation, National Museum, Belgrade 

Associate Conservator 

Conservation of amber from the National museum in Belgrade and regional museums 

in Serbia; organization of activities related to the foundation of the Central Institute 

For Conservation In Belgrade 

1999 - 2004 International Press Service, IPS Books and Music Store, Belgrade 

Manager 

Management, establishment of new storefronts, staff- training, sales analysis 

 

Additional professional activities 

2010-2012 Establishment of Central Institute For Conservation In Belgrade/Convention 

of the Republic of Italy no. 1388/ 29.12.2009 

National Organization and Logistics Manager 

The Central Institute For Conservation In Belgrade was established in 2009 to fulfill a 

new approach to heritage protection by connecting education, research and 

conservation within one institution.  To serve as an intermediary and support for 
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smaller museums in the region.  The multi-level project included the establishment of 

an institutional infrastructure, conservation labs, permanent staff and creation of an 

education program for heritage protection professionals.  

2012  ICOM ICR (International Committee for Regional Museums) 

Project Management 

Annual Meeting 

Conference: Home and Hearth: Regional Museums and Gastronomic Heritage 

2009-2012 Regional Alliance of ICOM for South East Europe – ICOM SEE 

Project Management 

Risk Assessment of Cultural and Natural Heritage in the Region of South East Europe 

Niš, Serbia (2012)-Regional Conference 

Application of Risk Assessment in the South East Europe (2009-2010) 

2013  Exhibition: Heritage protection in Serbia-the role of the Central Institute for 

Conservation in the European Parliament in Strasbourg, December 2013 

Project Management 

 

Publications, Papers and Presentations 

2007 Poster. Conservation of Amber in the National Museum in Belgrade 

The Association of Conservators Restorers and Conservation, Union of Bulgarian 

Artist 

 Annual Exhibition of Posters, Sofia, Bulgaria (April-May)  

2006 Monography. The Magic of Amber  

 Conservation of Amber from the Collection of the National Museum in Belgrade, 

 with Mila Popović-Ţivančević and Danijela Stojiljković 

 National Museum, Belgrade, 2006, pages 400 - 422 

1999 DIANA Newsletter. Amber For/From Beginners 

Danijela Stojiljković, associate in Diana  Department, Diana, Vol.5, Autumn 

1999, page 16 

1998 DIANA Newsletter. Safe from Harm 

Danijela Stojiljković, associate in Diana Department, Diana, Vol.4, Autumn 1998, 

page 11 

 

Languages 

English - Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 

French - DELF A2 

 

Professional memberships and associations 

2000 - Present 

 ICOM 
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